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AY — DECEMBER 17, 1957
I headlines all over the country as
t did has death several moodier:
,
%%twin
1 later
Sheriff
Garrett
tracked tUszt to nearby Fort
J Sumner and ihot firm.

isksima *a A Bost All *baud Kentucky Community Pl•wispapor

Largest
Circulation In
The City‘,
Largest
I Circulation In
, The County
United Press •

First ...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, Dec. 18, 1957

Mi_TP_BAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVIII No. 299
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Nigerian
On
Chandler Charge Dropped But Question
Halts
Program
`Other Three To Stand Trial

o Service-Sta.
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tgs and our thanks to
patronage we value so
7 with warm wishes Joe
, joy and good cheer!
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Wasibialat

dramatically
uncluttered locrk
orcar. It's Clean
s, no fins; just
in style longer.

•

WICKITFFE. Ky. 4l —Charges
arainet (handler will be filed
away. because. ."There was no
acres] intentioral effense of law
(ernmired by, tfie travernor
nwers said that 'he gevernor
had the rirte to think that the
man issioner of Fish and Wildlife Releurces and local game
ofticialy would not al!ow him to
do anything contrary to law.
The charges against Waelace
remained in effect, however. and
his hearing was acheduled to beyin after the governor was excused.
Raymond SchsjPtz, Paducah at ' ,eneY eAlu accompanied Ken/ail Thames. former game warW.en at the refuge who brought
he charges agains: Chandler,
Wallace. and. the two refuge ernp!oya.s, _apologized to the governor for any inconvemence he
had suffered.
"The governor thanked t h e
o air very graci,iusty," Schultz
Aided.
"The governor is an Innocent
victim of circumstances, ard has
but
sympia.hy,"
my
adde
"The governor had too man)
,
other .hings to worry about than
hunting regulations vAhile in the
ccanpany of the wildlife cum miss:cher and two ideal preserve
fficials.'
He added that he was "sorry
and regretful" about the entire
affair.
a The prosecutor offered no obAljection to attorney J. D. BuckJr.'s
man
motion
the
that
charges against the governor be
dismissed, rather than filed
away
Ballard County Judge pro tern
Tom Anderson Mess said, "Under the circumstances, my ruling
is, governor. that you're cacti!The governor, Walkeee, John
aMcClintock. hunting officer at
""the refuge, and Otis T. Theo'moron, a refuge employe, had
been charged with hunting ducks
and geese after legal hours.
Wallace claimed Thomas
beets:tit
the charges out
of
"mite" and laid he fired him
lair Friday for "insubordination
and being disloyal." He said the
governor's party was not, on the
preserve when the alleged viola*horn occurred and he was trying to ,re ws•crtowl :ram a

Mrs.Page —
Passes Away

M is spectacular
3 feet long over
,able within. On
spacious, quiet

p to 360 hp to

)u'll ever want.
Marauder V -8's
?i• from less fuel.

nazing to find
so big. Mercury
,he lean out of
id all the effort

have motoring
kkes that adjust
cation,a Speed nv Multi-Drive
mice of 3 driv-

4

a, Mrs. Zetta Page. age 67, died
at the
11/Tuesday at 11:00 a.m
Murray General Hospital. Although she had been in poor
health for the past five years
her sudden death was a shock
to her friend's.
She is survived by her husband, Allen Page of Coldwater,
one daughter. Mrs Leon Cude,
Coldwater, one sister. Mrs A T.
McNeely of Farmington.
de
. Mrs. Page was a member of
5 he Coldwater Methodist church
'
where funeral services were heed
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. .w it h
Johnson Easley officiating. Burial
was in the' Church of Christ
Cemetery at Coldwater.
Active pallbearers, 011ie Snow,
Perry Lamb, Bert Haneline,
Clarence Mayfield, Deward Warren and Alpha Cude
The Max Churchill Funeral
Verne was in charge of the
arrangements.

" Weather

NM FROM.
—every model
Six handsome
d in sales.

Report
By

UNITED

PRESS

Southwest Kentucky — Cloudy
(lend mild with occasional rain
today and tonight. Chance of
thundershowers today, high near
65. Low tonight 52 Thursday
partly cloudy and continued mild.

osts a lot less
of the so-called
4ercury. Come
the most for

•

Some 530 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville 54. Bowling Green,
Lexington and Hepkinsville 55,
London 51, Paducah 57 and
Covington 52
• F.vinsville, Ind 54.
11

To Observe Anniversary

I Miss Ruby Simpson

.

i Pressure Keeps Martin

From
••
•
Tiring 18 Investigators

Miss Ruby Simpson, head of
NEW YORK
— The 33-yeer
he Murray State College horns
old son of an African tribal
economics department was chestchieftain Tuesday night gave up
en-, president-elect of. the Ken-1
neerby river to lakes in the e television quiz shi..m. °ppmBy JAMES R. RENNEISEN
handle affairs during his overtucky Home Econdhies associaunity to add $64 000 to his
retrieve.
.'on at the annual convention United Press Staff Correspondent seas vacation.
S64,000
winnings
by
answering
Chandler. in
thanking
the
FRANKFORT t)et — S I a t e
The other two members of the
n Louisville recently.
coUrt, repeated his earlier state- one question because of "emHirhway
Cummissioner James cerrisnittee were former Highway
Miss'
Simpson
will
serve
as
barrassing"
revelations
his
about
ments to newernen that he, didn't
Martin
gave in to demands Commis,ioner Robert Humphreys
vice president in charge of the W
want env special consideration 'wo marriages and medical eduprograms for 1957-57 and presi- • f aeministration poliecal lead- and the governor's executive ascation.
and never had sought any.
dent ef
he statg organization, ers Tuesday and rescinded ord- sistant John Frerschy Demeisey.
Thecphilus Adepoju Aderonmu.
"If I did any him wrong,"
ers firing 18 highway investigafor 1958-59,
Mar in ordered the discharge
the governor said, "I didn't know a Bible expert, settled for the
The Murray State home econo- tors.
of leghway investigators Dec. 2.
about. it. But I - have the h:geneet money he won in previous a
mics club is among the ten
The cornmissioner's action in At the same time he has cut the
obligation to uphold the laws pearances on the CBS-TV progKentucky colleges affiliated with placing the investigators back on deparment's maintenance force
am, "The $64,000 Question,"
of The C.2.trizironw ea I th."
the KHEA with more than 700 the payroll is the first sign that by /6 ee (Apt, firing 664 emThe governor added that he explaining "comment which I
members in the teacher section. he might be weakening in Ms ployes.
appeared aeiiiirearily and said .ead in the newspapers" about
eetermination
to remove the
Since that time he has ordered
Tuesday. "I am going to be his personal life made him toe
s' ate Department of Highways the removal of another 153 men
nervous
on.
to,
go
judgement
amenable to the
of
rtoM politics, regardless of the from the department's equipment
The Nigerian tribesman rethat court." No warrants were
outcries of profess:onal
division payroll.
ferred
discovery:
to-the
served on either Chandler or
Among those affected by Mar—That he was secretly married
Wallace. al hough Thr:igmertun
,
WINDSOR.
Ont.
,te
—
This
Martin agreed to rescind his tin's circler Tuesday are defeated
April 30 in Chicago to Katherine
and McClintock picked up their
is
the
story
of
four-year
old
:der issued just 15 days ago, candida..es who had Chandler's
McGreen and several weeks later
wariants here last Saturday.
Jimmy Friest and the skates eitete a two - hour conference supper. and local political figoffered to remarry his first wife.
Cenvictien on the charges cerhe
wanted
for
Christmas.
•
with Lt. Gov, Harry Lee Water- ures able to deliver large blues
Fay. . when she sued him for
.
t :es a fine of $15 to $100 each.
Jimmy, who lives a mile eas, field, Harry G. Davis, executive of
votes.
before nonsupport.
The hearing was se
cf
Windsor,
went
downtown secro.ary of Gov. A. B. Chan—That the U. S. Immigratien
Apparently it was not decided
Anderson after outgoing Ballard
'
and
Tuesday
saw
Santa
Claus. citer; and State - Motor Transpor- at Tuesday's meeting whether
Service was "actively" investie
County Judge Adlal Buchanan gating
'1 He told Santa he wanted the teflon Cemmissioner Charles M.
him for overstaying his
he other 817 rank and file
was haspdalized at Paducah last tudent
:tales so, he Could go ice skating revcareurn.
visa.
,
h.sehway Workers fired by. Marweekend With a heart condition.
,
va
eh
his
sitter.
Telegrams were sent out Toes- al will be rehired.
—That he flunked out of the
1 Jimmy's sister, Carolyn. 9, was
'Sniversity of Louisville Medical
day night to the 18 hightsisy ina:
! luck). She already had ice'
Sehuol two years ago w it hou
eeetigaters informing them 'they
1 skates. So when Carolyn went
passing a course, did not attend
were back on the payroll.
1 skating Tuesday on a Ville
classes for, two years and is not
, Martin and Chandler have
creek Jimmy tagged along.
a _ student at the University of
I been under pressure for the past
Carolyn was on skates and ' Chicago as he claimed.
weeks from state highway
Mrs. anti Mrs. Thema* F. Hugbe•
little Jimmy was running algrkg . tw0
Adercinmu told %the television
advisory cemmissioners, and the
*Le .ide her: They strayed toe
Mr. and Mrs. "ehomae F. "Turn" Leuisvi I le: Mrs. C D. (Clare
audience -'he could - use his $64,000
governor's advisers on the grass
far downstream to where a
"to further my medical educa- Hughes plan an open house' at Ann) Adams of Farmington;
roots levels ,to modify the eh eesewer outlet madeisgthe nearby
Charlie Hughe s. Farmington,
tion" and was "very grateful their home
sale reduction of highway deat 504 North 5th
ice :hin and dangerous.
Mich : Mrs. Paul (Lear Nell)
kr your kindness"
Carolyn broke through into par,ment entployes ordered by
Street from 2 until 4 o'clock in Alexander,
Otter Lake. Mich .
water
about five feet deep. Jim- Martin.
the
afternoon
as
they
celebrate
PARIS
— The United States
Mr, Charles (Vera, Brodeur,
'The two-hear meeting Tuesmy
heroically
rushed to his
heir
golden
wedding
anniverand its NATO allies agreed unBirmingham, Mich; James Hugday in Martin's office took place
sister's
aid
and
started
to
pull
sary.
By GHARLES TAYLOR
animously today :0 strengthen
hes
Worcesteh, Mass.. and
her out. Witnesses said Jimmy fecrely after Chandler left for
the Atlantic alleance's defensive
The Hughes' were married fifty Mrs. Aubrey (Odd) Ivy of May- had her by the hand and had we.i..ern Kentucky where he will t.rOtPel Preget a..., Corresnonden,
shield with Amer:can missiles
years ago by the late Bro. John field They lost an infant son, pulled her halfway from the Face charges today of hunting
rt.apv r•a•JactrvIZAT, PA IP
and nuclear slockpilee in Europe.
Turnbove at Creesland, Tennessee, George Martin. Another son, Al- water when more ice broke law violations in Ballard County
es's, — iseerantinental &lac
At the,same 'erne. they. agreed
fas:
Hughes.
died
in
the
Second
Court.
in a double ceremony with Mr.
..
,
and they both plunged in.
;*411e
relei•ed
ea& v for
to seek new Big Feur talks with
FRANKFORT
—An apoo - and Mrs. Charlie Cochrum. Mr. Tiede War.
Wa:srfield. Davis and Bieck- ersee
Eight-year old Pidgy Duchesne
seen as mecha &eat
priate.n of $100,000 1,4- research and Mrs. Cloude Wilson,
the Russians.
T he
Hughes'
have
18,
grandNoel
seas standing on the bank watch- ',urn comp .seci a majority of he hewn, toe-fi tter•ir entnoutation.
Full agreement on the entire into new uses for Kentucky to- Lockhart,.13ue Cochrum,
and the children and three great-grand- ing and ran for the children's stoec.el poli,ical committee sat up
fire stiocesieul
summit conference agenda was bacco was proposed today by
taped
ren.
tg Thomas Cuchrum and Will
father, Manley Friest, 36. The by Chand:er last summer to trmiA taiiro+rtn.r.
hammered out by the foreign s'.ft Rep. Gilbert W. King/Wu
i
ve
$9iii-ntre
g
father
_and
Cteri4#131X.14
his
Kennettbrother.
1114.
aver:vase .
;----and deform • miniatery• ne—etif
•rae.re• Ls*,5111 Alto Mr
us'edding.
the local fire chief, pulled CaroIS NATO countries at a meeting
the freshman legislator (rem
weer. m,eeile. now •tinefinS in
lyn
from
the
water
in time to
Before her marriage, Mrs.
this morning. It was then sub- northern Kentucky said he .5
i.e la unehin• 'ewer, would be
revive her.
mitted for final indorsement by having a bill drawn that would Hughes was Maude Lockhart.
f• reel
before the week is out.
Jimme•.
who wanted skates
the heads of government at their establish new purposes for state the daughter of the late Mr.
lease a week
,-•irt
at
from Santa. drowned.
third working session, which got funds appropriated for tobacco and Mrs. Charles Lockhart of
•••:” I',. Way".•;Pawl • ..ven•••••.1.0. nfl
the Lynn Grove Community, Mr.
underway at 6:10 pm. 1210 p.rr research
Thomas B Hugancamp, heag
••••••• r•y-rn
By UfilITED PRESS
ah.Not
est
In 'he pate, the General As- Hughes' parents were the late of the Murray State College
The Kentucky burley este- ^••••••4 yri•-•,
nesesse-e
•••
U S delegation sources hasten- sembly has granted sums of Mr. and Mn. Wiley A. Hughes business department was elected
ide average dropped to $57.02
C",' *ha
ed to stress that , no "dea." money to the University of Ken- of Harris Grove.
assistant chairman of the col4 M a l.
per 100 pounds Tuesday. the
The ma...me.
They said the tucky College of Agriculture for
leges and universities section of
wa- involved
lowest daily average thus fur (1.•1
i•-•4•Eri A lapdaris. remFor the vast ten years Mr. the Southern
Cen.us
United States did rot °creep to research and development
35
Business Education
of the current season
of and Mrs. Hughes have made
I' the Army hellioir
Adult Beth
a
association at a c .nven:ier .n
new East-West talks merely
65
nicotine-free strains of tobacco their home in Murray.
The average was $1.93 under
as...,r•v
at
HIttlt•Vilie.
Before
Eniergency
semembers'
Beds
win the European
30
and methods of increasing pro- Mr. Hughes' retirement from Louisville.
Mondry's figure as hope of any A••
arid Dr webrner V o n
Persons Admitted
ceptance ,,f American missiles
Prof.
Vernon
Anderson
was
duction.
upeurge before the Christmas Reston, techniesl director. brought
forming. they lived in westeint
The following pereons were
in the NATO defense shield.
Kingsbury said the need now Calloway County.
appointed treasurer for the
third i dismissed from the Murray Gen- recess at the end of sales Friday ;ocressed reports that a Jupiter
The agreement still has te is to find uses
and new products
intetynaiiste raises miwile might
year.
eral Hospital today: Mre. Thomas faded.
be spelled out in detail. Bet that can be manufactured from
Eleven children were born to
Volume declined to 12.282.740. he fired some time today.
"The impact of the Jet and , T
Be
rn
ese
n.th. Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Dave
It constituted, in effect, a sweep- Kentucky's large tobacco
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hughes. They are: the Atomic Age
sur.
Third Try For Atlas
in Business ' Alton of Calvert pity. and Mrs. pounds and growers collected
ing two-way 'plan for putting pluses.
Alton and Herbert Hughes of
tco
Edheucat
The big talk was still about
tion
rs the theme if Arthur Brandon. Rt. 3, Puryean only $7,003.522. With most marnew vitality into the alliance.
Murray:
Thomas Hughes, Jr., of
His proposed bill would sag
kets now selling on a day-to- the Atlas which Tuesday comni°nven.
II will bolster the NATO group
up research *director and would
day basis, sale volume is ex- pleted a "limited range teet of
with every modern weapon in
appropriate 950,000 for each of
pected to deeline sharply by several hundred miles." T w o
the West's 'arsenals while at
the next two fiscal years for
Friday.
erevious attempts to fire this U.
the-same time seeking new talks
laboratories, equipmene. mater-'
Only one market in the state S entry in she long-range miswith Russia to end the East-West
Ian and salaries necessary to
topped the $59 mark and only •ile race had ended in destrucnuclear arms race.
five others sold above $58. Glas- tion of the Atlases a few thousThe agreement came as the carry out the search for greater
gow with an average of 859 03 and feet above the launching
NATO conference, spurred by utilization of Kentucky - grown
led the state. No report was re- stand.
States' soccessful I obacco
United
the
The bill also would require all
ceived from Cynthiana.
At a press conference after
launching Tuesday of the Atlae
The Harrodsburg market lost .tie spectacular shoot, Maj Gen.
missile, headed into the hems. property rights or profits arising
froirn the results of the reseaixt
$5.44 Tuesday. Only two markets Donaki N. Yates. commander of
stretch.
to be plowed back into the toParis and Morehead, had higher Patrick AFB and military opBy
JOSEPH W GRIGG
averages than Monday.
bocce utilization project.
erations at the test center, and
huge round table in the Petals mace
hARRAS TO WRESTLE
at a state dinner given at
United Press Start Correspondent de
Prices in the burley belt -lost engineers tried to emphasnze that
Chaillot were to be trans- night by
Prhoident Rene City of between
$1 and 87 per hundred -busts" do not mean a launching
GARY Ind RP --Alex Karras.
PARIS IP — The thunderous mitted later today to a meeting France, the President
was see- pounds with only better leaf, was uneuccessful. They said preIowa's All-America tackle, signroar of the first .'succe'ssful U.S. • cf the heeds of government It ing a number of
NATO leaders lug; and flyings escaping de- tious tests should be considered
ed a $25,000 wrestling contract
intercontinental ballistic missile was expected to be the next to teday, lunching with
Coty and clines.
-95 per cent successful" because
and said today he hopes to sign
put new backbone into the ails' test summit cenference.
atienchng 'he afternoon -sumAs
Sales of Green River-36. at 4 the information gained
a his football riantract next
LONDON IF --Russia replaced ing NATO alliance today. and
The NATO delegations also mit" meeting.
Henderson, Madisonville a n d they spoke. about 50 technicians
week
The one-year contract ousted Marshal Georg.' ihukov strengthened thz West for
any were helfteneel teeComm effigy, In Works
Oweashimi brought
--average had already started processing
With Promotions, Inc., D • 6. +ft 16•.- -pinky --Presidium today future talks With the 1Crentilln.
guntitilie4
gcod health of President EisenMoines. permits Karras to take' with a local Cemmunat leader
While the defense experts met of $34.50 on 394.002 pounds The data recorded electronically durSuccessful fir.ng of an Atles
bower
wet,
was repotted meet- today four of the NATO
off six months for pro football. from central Asia
The party ICBM in Florida also gave adforeign Franklin market sdld 432.730 ng the Atlas shoot.
ing the conclusion of the meet- ministers were
Information Extensive
Karrae said he'll sign with eith- 'reshuffle was an.neunced on the ded authority ti
working on a ;stem& of One Siocker-35 foi an
he U.S. prolog with sustained energy and e, mrnuniquis
, r the Deli set Lions or Winni- eve of the Supreme Soviet's De- posa I to establish European
The Ob would go on without
expected to "Um sUP average 4,f $36.80.
bespeg of tho Canadian League— cember session.
letup for 80 hours. Yates said
the NATO missile position and
es for in,terrnectiate range Millis- interest!.
whichever "gives me the most
,ver "one-quarter of a million
Moscow Radio announced pro- We missiles to defend against
Oh top of Tuesday's full he growing drive for some sort
PUPPIES
FREE
money."
.ndivickral data points" were the
f talks with the Soviet leaders
motion of N. A. Mukhildinov to possible Russian aggression — schedule which included
attendscientific ubjeCtivs in the launchin hopes of reaching a lasting
thegruLing Conrimniest Party bothe chi...1' etirpose of NATO.
LOSING FAITH
peace.
dy. He also became a secretay
Mr. M. G. Richardsen at 407 ing 'and we'll probably g e t
FAYEA 1 LVILLE, N Y. —4P— of the party under First SecreAn "indirect" reply was ex- South 8th Street has pro small them all."
Sercretary of ni.ee John FesOLD ACQUAINTANCE
Denald Winiarras toed police ee's tary Nikita Khrustichev.
B. G. Macnab. operations manpected to be written to Soviet puppies about two months that
ter Metres and Defense Secretarylowng faith in the human race.
Premier Nikolai Bulganin's rash he will give to anyone desiring ager at the cape fur Convair
ilifithitdInos. had been an al- Neil H. McElroy met Allied enFirst, a thief stole the battery ternate member of the Presidf letters to NATO members a pet. The little dogs are black Corp., rime ceneractor for the
thuviasm berciering on exuberfrom his tractor Three weeks ium. He is first secretary of the
Atlas, said the complex countjust
before the summit confer- with white spots.
.
ance vethen they sat down today
SCRANTON, Pa. — 111 — Carl
titer one of a group of guests Uzbekistan
down leading lc the launching
Communist
Party with other defense chiefs and Ftomanelli and Danny Orr be- ence started. The West will
at his house reemeted his wallet Central Committee.
went oft wirhotie a serious hitch.
foreign mrirristers to discuss the came friends at Waiter Reed stand by its latest disarmament
containing $11 had been taken.
He described a scene of elation proposals and insistence on •
N. G. Ignatov and A. I. Kiri- US. missile proposal.
Reed
Hospital
in
Washington,
The next day a Dingier broke &lento also were named party
in the blockhouse after the bird Formula Sought
D C. Then their paths separated free, re-united Germany
into his house and stole $80.
flew successfully.
United
correspondent
secretaries, the , broadcast rePress
The main problem facing them Mutual letters were returned
WHAT Is thought to be
The firing of the first ICBM
ported.
was to work out a delicately- marked ''addretosee unknown." Whitman leasee,)w reported from
THIS IS A REASON?
the origin of the custom of
gave this nation new strength
Menecow today the Soviet leaders
worded formula for the AmeriHARTFORD. Ginn decorating the Christmas
:n the rocAet race with Russia,
OFF THE LINE
can supply of 1.500-mile range Recenly Romanelle now a re- would be expected to agree s a
tree!
Two boys accused of turning in
a firmer loisting in the Paris
IRBM's to the Allies. The United Porter on the Hazleton, Pa., "9UITIETVit" conference even if
13 false alarms and mating
NATO talks, and a third potenUTICA. N. Y. —AP-- A thief Slates would control the nuclear Sentinel, was rewriting stories NATO accepts the
American
three false emergency calls ex- sttile Mrs. Thomas Hughes' new warheads, and the dieeesijuo to from nearby newspapers when missiles offer. The initiative for
tial satellite carrier.
plainsi they did it because a drew and four undergarments launch them would
The successful Atlas launchbe ahared he ran across Orr's byline in such a conference h a s ceme
brother was 'picked up by police 1 from her clethesline and left be- with the country where they are the Scranton Tribune. They had from the Kremlin, especially feling came on the 54th anniverand aceree•d of turning in false hind a tern dress and four rag- biased.
sary of the Wright brothers' first
been work less than 50 miles kissing Russia's succeseful Sputalarms
airplane flight.
Their
nik launchings.
the apart Air several years.
ged lindergatenCnts.
findings
a n iti rid

Jimmy Not To Get
Christmas Skates

NATO Agrees
On Missile
Defense

New Bird Is
Readied For
Launching

I

Appropriation
Would Be Used In
Tobacco Research

ihomas Hogancamp
Honored By Group

burley Prices
Continue Slide

Successful OS ICBM Puts
Backbone Into NATO Pact

Zhukov Kicked
Out Of Cuncil

Murray Stores , Are Open Each Night Until 8:00 O'clock
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
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1..3LIISHED

WORLD WEEK

BY

LEI/GUI • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lat..
onseintistion of the Murray Leuger, Ike Calloway Timm.
The
eknas-Herald. October 3(k 11128, and the West Kientuokaanl
January
I IBC2

ONE OF, NIS JOGS AT PARIS
MATO
REPAIR DAMAO/
DONE NE AMERICAN MOM ,
IT SOVIET SATELLITE RECOILS
AND Da. SATINET! FAILURE

meetrae.

and

JAMES C.

ILLIAMS. PUBLISHER

RF.PRESENTATI'v ES:

WALLACE

Monroe. Memphis, Tenn.: 250 Park Ave. New
Chicago, SO Bolystoa St. Boator.
eaftered

at

the

Past

Office,

Murray,

WrT3P R

CO..

•
EIGHT CHILDREN MAIN
TO DEATH IN WISCONSIN
NNILE MOTHER IS AWAY

11,001

STATES
-4111n1i;
.Sr

trauar-Asaion

a.

INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT
SEIM DUTCH SUSINESS
PROPERTY, EVACUATION OP
DUTCH muss UNDERWAY

RATES: By Carrier .n Murray, par areas Me, pet
mos.h 16 in Calicrway and actia.n..ng counties, per year 1350: ease
feereOLTHEICRIPTIOti

OAF MAJ, ADEIAN DREW
WM WORLD MEASURED
COURSt AIR SPIED MARK
WITTE 1,2073 MPH
OVER CALIPOINNA

P•7,7

vii
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and happiness

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledgsfr & Times File
A dreamer of dreams, a builder a big buildings, and
a model manhood. Dr. John ‘Vesley Carr is 88 today.
For $I years. Dr. Carr ,has been in a school moth
ever since he first attended a little county school, in Indiana on October 8, 1866. .
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good health and much happiness!

best wishes to
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whose good will
and confidence
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We'd like to sing out our thanks to
you for your loyal patronage and to wish
you a holiday full of old-fashioned warmth,
merrfatent and much good fellowship.
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best wishes for a 1•4appH
to all of !ioti reborn it has been our
sreat ptivilese and pleasure to know and to serve.
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Our warmest
wishes to you and
yours for a
house full of love
and happiness
all through the
holiday season.
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Racers Edge Past The Fulton Pilots
Texas Cowboys Tues Plot Victory

f love and peace, understanding
ond good will May all
these great gifts
be yours.

ilenton Wins Farmington
Fulton Clash Edges Kirksey
Last Night

Knights liack Up
Sixth Straight

if Awl T
Results

The Fulton County Pilots plotBenton encountered little difcut the margin to three points, ted a straight course past host
ficulty in rolling over regional
31-29, at halftime.
Lynn Grove High School Tuesday
champion Fulton City. 76-51,
by United Press
, The Cowboys snatched the tip night for an 82-56 victory over
Tuesday night at the Marshall
By JOE PAT THORNTON
ty, and Princeton led all the
The Murray Knights racked
at the outset of the second the Wildcats.
eighth
County city. It was the
BOSTON — Withe Pep, 131,
their sixth consecutive victory way in beating Cunningham.
Fulton broke Into a 17-10,
period and . knotted the score,
Farmington edged out the
win for the undefeated Indians.
Hartford. Conn. outpointed JimKnight Scoring
with a hard-fought, 82-71, win
35-35, early in the stanza. But first period lead and Was out
on
.
night
last
'Eagles
Kirksey
Benton made good use of their
21 my Connors, 127. New Bedford,
over Feast Construction in the Smikoski
agein. Murray Moved out frpnt. front at 'every quarter stopping
big height advantage, as in past the laters home floor, 67-61 in Atomic Valley Independent Lea- O'Reardon
15 Mass.
Joe Willmore received a head in registering the win.
tuck
a
contest.
and
nip
clashes, and romped into a big
14
Peterson
gue Monday night. , •
Don Coffey, Fulton County
injury on a play under the
tip
the
opening
took
Kirksey
lead over their visitors.
16
Coach Gene Landolt had to Mikez
Murra_y_kiasket, and left the game center, took to scoring honors
TOLEDO, Ohio —Harold John-'
lead
over
a
moved
to
and
19-14
Paul Dailey sparked the Ben16
switch to long out court shooting Brooks
with 13;21 left in the contest. -with ill panTir. Rodney Warren
led
the
The
son. 179. Philadelphia, knocked
Eagles
Wildcats.
Roger
points.
24
with
attack
ton
a
in
change
and a fast break
However, doctors reported the was high for Lynn Grove with
out Sid Peaks, 215, Louisville,
throughout the opening period
• Monday Night's Results
Figur got 22 for Fulton City.
of tactics that downed a sur24 markers.
injury as only slight.
761 with margins ranging from one
57
34
14
Benton
prisingly strong Feast Construc- Murray Knights ....20 39 66 83
17 39 54 82
Gradually the Racer lead built Fulton County
— Buddy Tru4 17 32 51 to five points.
tion -five. With the return of Feast Construction ..16 35 54 71"—TY10 19 38 56 Fulton City
KY.
(5).
up and Murray was leading, Lynn GreiVi192. Tyler, knocked out •
man,"B":
(76)
Benton
Fulton County (82)
The host five opened the sec- Mike O'Reardon to the line-up
61-48, with three minutes, left
- Oscar Pharo, 190, Birmingham,
Forwards: Dailey 24, Gold 14,
Forwards: Bequette 5, Terrett
ond quarter with two quick Mikez was switched to the guard
in the contest. A desperate last
Ala. I it.
Stice.
Walston
I.
75
59
41
....21
Atoms
field goals .to run up their biggest position with Brooks. Both guards Princeton
minute surge by the H-S squad 1, Brown 7, Moseley 9.
Centers: Gemmel 19, Peek 2.
15 29 42 82
C/enters: Coffey 26, Workman.
lead of the game, 23-14. How- turned in a fine performance Cunningham
cut the margin to three points,
Guards: Peck 10, Duke 4, And- ever, their margin of safety was with 16 points each on good
Guards: King 16, Wililams 2,
63-60, as that horn sounded vicerson 2, E. Jones, G. Jones, held only momentarily as the out-court shooting that helped
RICHMOND, Calif. — Bob'
Curtin 16.,
tory for Murray State.
Francisco, de-•
Morgan.
Lynn Grovel (56)
Wildcats' offense began to click spell defeat to the Feast Quintet Mayfield Sun-Drop 23 52 88 112' Tucher. 198. San
It was the third viettory as
194, Los •
Fulton City (51)
Forwards: Manning 7, Lamb
enabling the visitors to tie the that gave Murray trouble on Lyon Co. Merchants 16 32 46 55, cise,ned Tcmmy 'Fields,
compared to two defeats for
Forwards: Pigue 22, C. Forrest score, 30-all, with just seconds their own offensive board.
(10)
Angeles.
16.
this
morning
the Racers who left
Smikoski's dependable offensive
Centers: Adams 3. Tarry, Mc- 6.
left in the first half. Two free
en a road trip to Starkville,
Centers: White 2, Bennett.
19 36 60 92 96 104
throws, by Jones just before the punch led the Knight scoring Benton
Mississippi where they will en- Colton.
Frazier
12 41 60 92 96 102
Guards: J. Forrest 17,
Guards: J. Buterworth 6, Warhalf ended, gave Kirksey a 32-30 with a total of 21 points. 0'- Hardin
SAN JOSE, Calif. — Willie
couner Mississippi State. Murray
4, Cardwell.
Reardon, returning to the line-up
lead.
2, San Jose, deci/
Morton, 1411
has yet to win a game on a ren 24, Moffatt.
Gerald Tabors
2, Los
/
Reeder opened the third stanza after several weeks of sickness, Hugg The Druggist .. 8 30 54 83 sioned Joey Abasta, 1431
foreign court this season.
fur Kirksey with a field goal. tossed in 15 points. Ken Peterson Possum Trot
(10).
led the local
Angeles.
Tabors
61
61
39
Gerald
18
Scores 15 Points
followed by a charity toss by connected for 14 markers. For
scoring with 15 points. Sullins
Edwards giving them another the first time this season, only
. The Murray State Thorough- added 12 and Terry Darnell
five point lead, 35-30. Again the starting five players entered
ids edged past 'the Hardin- tossed - lb 11. Condo led the
the Wildcats came back sparked the scoring columns and played
Timmons Cowboys. 63-60, before losing) Cowboys with 19 tallies.
by Smith who found holes in practically the entire game.
Murray State (63)
an enthusiastic crowd in the
the Eagles defense for his driving
Wray 3, Terry Darnell 11,
college sports arena.
Although Murray led at every
lay-ups,• The surge by Smith
Murray La n s, clapped and Tabor 15, Tom Darnell 9, Sulout on top, quarter stop, they were ahead
Farmington
found
Alexander
2,
Winders
12,
lins
Dixie
of
tune
the
to
whistled
by a slim one-I:Tint, 39-38, at
50-49, at the close of the third
le, the college band in a fine 4, Marginet 3. Willroort• 4.
halftime. Entering into the third
period.
(60)
Hardin
-Simmons
spirit.
exhibition yf school
at
final canto period' the Knights fell behind
held
the
be
into
will
clash
Entering
ctinsolation
Edmiston' 10, Condo 19, Knight
combeen
have
The pairings
trail momentarily by three
Hardin-bilinmons' great height le, Groom 1, Cunningham 12, pleted in the Yule Tide Invi- 7:00 with the championship tilt the Eagles regained the lead to
points but Coach Landolt emcould
but
one-point
Officials
slim
a
by
following.
in the person of 6-8 Cark Knight Ryan 2.
immediately
Paducah
tational tournaments at
ploye his fast break in quickly
and S-7,- Doyle Edmiston forced
will be Tot 'Walden of Bandana no1 hold on as the visiting
and Lone Oak.
rolling to a 14-point lead that
67-61,
a.
for
past
edged
Murray.
Wildcats
of
Russell
„pacer center, Quitman Sullins,
Allen
and
for
Tilghman will be the host
was maintained up to the closing
jamexcited,
an
\be
will
before
victory
festivities
Illb play i a high post and cut' DURELLE, ANTHONY SIGN
Oak
Lone
the tournament at Paducah, Dec.
minutes of the contest.
crowd.
December
packed
days.
cluwn both on the rebounds
three
on
held
27-28 ,and the Tornadoes will
for
honors
scoring
begins
Smith-took
action
taken and the points scored by
The
28.
and
27
Coach Landon .summed up the
find rough sailing on 26.
NEW YORK RP —Tony An-. certainly
Ed- game in this fashion, "Feast
big Skeeter.
first round on 'rhursdav at 1700 as Critten- the victors with 28 points.
their
in
sea
cage
the
The Racers took the opening 'tinny of New York and Yvon of play that pits them against den takes on Carlisle followed wards was high for Kirksey Construction is the most undertip and moved into a two-point Dureile of Moncton, Canada, highly regarded North Marshall. by a L)on- - Fulton County tilt with 20 points, followed closely rated team we have encountered
Fulton City by Jones with 16.
lead that was challenged and have signed t0 meet in a 10in the league. They ace very
The two big powers in the at 3:00, Fredonia Both squads connected on 22 aggressive and hurt us on the
surpassed twice in the first half round light heavyweight bout at region, North Marshall and Ben- at '7 .00 and Livingston - Lone
23
hit
Farmington
goals.
be
will
field
by the viistors from Abilene, Madison Square Garden, Jan. 10.
Semi-finals
offensive board, the only team
ton, are in opposite brackets. Oak at 9:00.
Texas. Murray led by as much Durelle is British Empire light Coach Farris' Indians will en- held Friday, with t h e upper of 28 free throws for 61 per that has given us any trouble
31
of
17
made
Kirksey
the
and
cent
and
at ten pants at one point in heavy champion and is ranked.
on the boards, thus far."
their opening bracket meet at 7:00
counter HP8111
Satur- for 55 per cent. The victors were
1 a combination second in the division, while
ir
06
0
1
et .at 9:0
Murray's next game will be
tilt. If the teams had been sei
fouls
personal
21
h
offensive pun
11.111111IMpOsit
there ..wi
With -Mayfield on December 30th.
the "big powers could
with
penalized
was
y
solation 'game at 700 and the
The Knights, expecting to be
been -better distributed.
25 fouls.
at 9-00.
short-handed with some of the
The drawing made this sche- championship contest
team
B
the
won
Famington
guys away for the Christmas
dule; Friday, Benton ..Heath at
game. 37-30.
KARRAS ON FENCE
holidays, have signed Garrett
1:30 Lowes - Reidland at 3:00.
50
30
67
14
Farmington
"Granddaddy" Beshear to bolster
Sym,Sonia - Ballard at 7:00 and
SAN FRANCISCO (111 — All- Ku r ksey
61
49
32
19
their cause. Those who remember
North Marshall - Tilghman wind Arnsrica lineman Alex Karras of
Farmington (67)
OPEN 4:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
&shear's brilliant career, as all
up the first day's activity at Iowa, here for a luncheon henForwards: Turner 12, Mangrum fans in this region do, will no
.I 8:30. Semi-final session will start ,016gg,.,the „ tnernber of the East
13,
doubt tab the move as a wise
.30 pm. Rater*. alak.,
--fiat 11• -•oift
will
which
squads
and West
Center: Smith 28.
decttion
game.
meet in the annual Shrine
Guards: Patterson 5, Gardner
In Other Games
"unde- 7.
said Tuesdiay he
Benton edged past winless
SPECIAL
Kirksey (61)
cided" whether to sign with the
Hardin, 104-102. in a double
Forwards: Junes 16, Key 4.
Winnipeg Blue Bombers or the
overtime to stretch its win skein
Meat, 3 Veg and
Center: Reeder 10.
Detroit Lions. Karras last week
tc six straight games. In the
Dessert
Guards: Edwards 20, Bazzell battle for third place. Hugg the
signed for a reported $25,000 ti
6, Parker 5.
wrestle professi tna I ly
Druggist topped Possum Trot,
83-81, Princeton bested Cunningham. 75-62. and Mayfield SunDrop rolled over Lyon County.
112-55.
It was a tip-in with only
one second left on the clock by
Steadman Baker that gave Benton its hard-earned victory. BakThursday
er led Benton scoring with 25
Benton at Symsonia
Cardinals in the preceding B pointr Hardin's • Jimmy Owens
By TED SYKES
• Friday
Two long time rivals. Murray team game.
led all scorers with 35.
Cuba at Murray Trng
EXCELLENT
and Mayfield. met last night Mayfield
20 38 54 62
Bobby Hargis hit a fielder
S. Christian at N Marshall
in a hard fought game Mayfield Murray
13 22 35 49 with seven seconds left in the
Sedalia at South Marshall
picked up an early lead and
game to give Huss the Druggist
Mayfield (12)
(New gym>
managed to hold it througheut
Adams 2. Daughrity 4. Lan- a come from behind win over
the contest to down Murras, caster 9. Dowdy 15, Conner 12, Possum, Trot.
NAVEL LEADS MIAMI
62-49.
Mayfield led at every quarter
Sparks 6. Sims 6.
SPECIAL BREAKFASTS
Continued pressure by Maystop in romping past Lyon CounMurray (49)
SUPPERS
and
MIAMI t —Hard - running field hindered Murray's f a s't
Hurt 6. Wells 2 Pugh 6. Farris
Joe Plevel, a 183-pound half- break and lead th. way to fatal 8. Roberts 12, Rose 7 Vance 8.
'back from Rochester, Pe., has Tiger mistakes.
been named captain of the 1958
11080x SIGN HURLER
quick
University of Miami football 'Mayfield jumped into
AND
team. Plevel, vsts) succeeds .1,4in seven-point lead ea•rty In the
BOSTON flf• —Russell HalloEAST MAIN STREET
Varone, was Miami's leading first quarter. Accurate shooting ran, a right-handed pitcher from
by Hurt and Roberts kept Murground gainer this season.
ray on the scoring list but they Newton. Meets_ has been signed
Sox organicould not cut the Mayfield seven- by th9 Boston Red
point lead. The first period za•ion and assigned to the Memended in Mayfield's favor, 20-13. phis tam club in the Southern
The Tigers had a hard time Alen. Halloran. a 20-year-old
figghting the continued pressuee rmstentan at the University of
of Mayfield. Donald Dowdy of Conneetici/t, had a high sclhool
Mayfield and big Richard Vance record of 20-7 at Newton.
of Murray mounted the score fee
BOXER BANNED IN N.V.
their teams and again Mayfield
came out on top as the half
SEW YORK Ite _—_,Resert Odor.
endel, 38-22.
promising young l'hiladelphia
Buddy Farris gave Murray a welterweight. has been banned
light of hope as he lead a scor- by the New York State Athletic
ing attack in the second half Commission from appearing in
which cut the once 20-point N.Y. stake nap until he gels
lead to 12. Mayfield quickened a 'leo t arnaho manager." Comtheir pace to successfully meet mission chairman Julius Helfand
the Tiger attack and stepped said evidence at a hearing inback to a 19-point advantage. dicated Emilio P. Morro Jr., if
35-54, at the end of the third Philadelphia, is a "front mareigstanza.
er" fdr Frank (Blinky) Palermo.
Mayfield's pressure and Murseveral
ball
the
of
loss
ray's
times in the final period added
CARDS SIGN
to the Cardinal score. The quick
gave
Roberts
action of Danny
GROVE, Okla. V — Jimmy
him six free trips to the charity Beetacha,mp, 18 - year - old OkLsNext year, don't let the Santa-season take you
trailing
the
lane whert he raised
borne Sta SP University freshsurprise. Join our 1958 Christmas club
by
)
desperate
Tiger's scrli-e. Murray's
man, has signed a St. L.,1115
margin
wide
now. Make a small deposit every week, and
attempts to cut the
Cardinal contract as a farmhand
between the teams failed and for the Omaha Cantirrale. The
little by little your savings grow till you have
the final period ended in May- Cardinals reftesed to comment
a good-sized check ... enough to cover all
defeat
field's favor, 62-49. This
on sal,riche r Bea uctra mp signed
season,
holy
gave Murray a 2-3 record as for a reported 550,000 bonus.
a
is
Christmas
your Yuletide buying, including a gift from
of
season
happy
Christmas is a
annual Christmas
the
enter
they
you to you!
rejoice.
and
worship
time to
giving and receiving, of good
tournament belt at Mayfield.
ALL-STARS FOR CHARITY
meanspiritual
deepest
its
May
line
Murray led at the foul
times and good cheer. Here's
with 15 mit of 24 attempts for
ing bring you peace and joy.
wishing you all its pleasures.
KEY WEST, Fla. ulr —Ameri63 per cent while Mayfield atcan
and National League play8
on
t-mpted 16 and connected
ers will meet het... in an Allfor 50 ;..er cent. The high point
Star baseball game for charity.
man for the night was Dowdy
The game will be staged in conof Mayfield with 15 tallies. Tiger
with the Major PlayINCORPORATED
high point man was Penny junction
ers' Association meeting Feb. 7
Roberts with 12.
The Tigers also bowed to the to 9.
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e celebrate brought to earth the
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Cherry Corner Club
- Has Lesson On
Entertaining Friends
Ca

lb
alts

Mrs. Timninye -Erne a.a. niter opWednesday. December 18
The S. John's Eprecopal Woened her home for the regubar
he,yethiy, meeang or 41.ie cherry men's Auxiliary will meet at
Currier Homemakers Club, De- the home of Mrs. Walter Mccaliber 17 at 10:00 a.m.
Cord. Woodlavon, at ocie o'clock.
•• • •
lesson
A
on. "Entertaining
The Altar Society of St. Leo's
Friends" was presented by the Catheac Church will
have its
--food leaders, Mrs. Charles L. Chrizemas party at
6:30 p.m
Snabblelield and Mrs. N. A
The Zeta Department of the
Ezell. they to
how to prepare Woman's Club will sponsor
their
food the day before you Plan
- to serve it and gave inetructions
on how to carve chicken correctly. A delightful Christmas
dinner was prepared and sere. ed
' by the leaders wish the asisistance of Mrs. Ernstberger.
An "Appreciation, Party" was
Following lunch :he business given by Mrs.
D. F. McConnell
meeting w
presided over by for her music pupilg. Saturday
Mrs. Pat Coleman. The devo- evening. December 14
at , the
tional was givn by Mrs. Sam Wsman's Club Howse
fallowing
McCutcheon from Luke 2:1-20. a recital given by the studenas.
Mrs. W D McCuiston gave a
Each pupil was given a gift
very interesting lesson on land- certificate from Mrs. McConnell.
scaping:
They were presented to t h e
:
The club decided to change children hy Mrs. Ralph Da_rmall.
The music program was bethe meeting date from the 3nt
y Tuesday to the Is: Tuesday of gun by Cindy Humphreys playeacan rnenth The roll was called ing a solo and Tip Curd conby Mrs. BIi Stubblefield, each cluded the program.

ppreciation
Party Given By
Mrs. McConnell

vi.
Pt
Cl

a.
at
th
fr
a
ar
.B1
Js

member answered
with "'My
Mast. Unfi,rge::aba• airistrnas."
ws were Mrs. Sam Knight,
4
• y • Mrs Thomas Ernersan and Mrs.
Dewey Crass who lathed the
'
•
club.
•
During the somai period. gifts
were distributed frum under a
ell:y tree decorated with a
• 'remaker's swing needs.
1

t

.1
ie
1(

Other students taking pert in
the program were Felicity • Haltitian. Dmrsa Kimbro, Carolyn
Palmer. al.criael and George
Hallanan. Paths Ezell, Geraldine Gearge.-„aiice Fay Hicks.
Margaret Ann paschal:. Jean
Eszabeth Sear.' Mary Sandra
Beieher. Hal Barrew, Max Parks.
Ton: Saruggs, Genevieve Humphrey,. Judith Ann Adams. Cynthia Ezell, Gracie Gesrge. Sarah
Ferguaen and Tim Scruggs.
ALe paying selecii .ne were
Breada Cunningham. Linda
Oraningteam.
Jarsce
Joseph.
Linda Harr.s. • Dobb:e Kue kendal:. Gary Ezell. Nancy a n d
Cat .-•tt Cowin. Judy
Erwin.
Na':. Forest.
nnie
Car. n Parks, and David Belcher
.
F
wing :he program. Fescity lialianan led :he gr.:up in
s
Christmas carols
Refreshments %%are served to these
artioding from a table overlaid
with a green el Sh and centered
an angelic f.gure. Crystal
punch °owls were placed a•
each end 'la the table Serving
punch were Mrs. D. T. Humphreys and Mrs. J 'sepal Cowin.
leidivaluai party caitee in the
Christmas mend were served.

• F:

T.
in
:e

dl
RI
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

AL

at the American Legion Hall.
••• a
annual cailiken's Christmas party at 4.00 p.m. Members are
asked to call 291 an or before
December 1-13 to give number
of chtlicirtm bringing. Hostexses
tor the meeting are kleachimes
J. Lacy Hopson,
K. Pinkley,
Lewis C. Ryan.
,Pat Wallis, Tom
Rowlett, and Mae hlaaelaine
Lamb.
• • •

Thursday. December 19
The Busenes sand Professional Women's Club will have its
dinner me ting at the Murray
Grill (Sue and Charlies) at 6,30
- •
p.m.
- • •.•
The Paris D:SaTiC
will meet in Fulton at 11 am.
••••
The Tri S.grna Alumni will
ineut a :ne h .ore of Mrs. James
Parker. Nirr,h ltah Street, at
7:30.

The Gladys McElratin Business
Women', Circle Met for a dinner
and Chrieemas program in the
private clinirig room of the Kentucky C,,lonel at 6:30 in the
evening. Monday. December 16.
.)lowing dinner, Mrs. V. N.
Allbrfren led in the devotional.
The r• up continued the proaettingist
ns,i.at :A
•c
h thohar,..s,r1
dheiscus
igr
ms tFi
ro
anas
u:
id
usian
tandeb
ss
le wm

WILs cadtketed by Mrs. Mahlon
-Fiazzell, president of the circle.
• •••
Miss Lillian Waters left Tuesday. December 17 for Mamaroneck. New York to spend the
Christmas holidays with members 4 her himily and attend
:he wedding of her niece. Mua
Jennie White Carson.
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PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hugfn
Ray announce the birth of a
daughter, Jerufer Lynne, December 2 at the Murray Haspital,
weighing seven pounds 1 ounce.
•. •
A son was born to Mr. and
Mrs. James Wiley McCuiston,
December 2 at the Murray Hospital weighing eight pounds 13 1
ounces. The baby was named
James An.
••••

MORE FOR YOUR
DIAMOND DOLLAR

Deborah Jean Robertson was
born December 2 at the Murray
Hospital weighing six pounds 7
ounces Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hershel Wayne Robertson
of 102 &eras 10th Street.

A daughter. Lauda ran, was el
born NoveNnber 29 at the Murray Hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Armond Franklin Lee. The baby I
weighed nine pounds six ounces /
at birth.
•• a •
,
Materiel Eugene Caihoon was
born November 27 at the Murweighing 'seven
Hospital
ray
pounds 10 ounces. His parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Eugene Calhoun of Calvert City.
••••
Bell
and
Mr.
Mrs Joe Eugene
announce the birth of a (laugh- I
ter, Barbara Ann, born at :he
Murra:. Hospital, November 30e
pounds. The /
weiOtirig seven
Bell's Live in Benton.
••• •
A son was born November 30 •
to Mr. and Mrs. Millard Earl ;
Ealey: The 'baby, Stephens Douglas. born at the Murray Hospital we.ghed six pounds eight
ounces at bath.
.
-e-s-ar we -- - - .
Miss Shirley Henry. Memphis,
111
aase in Murray its.
.
Tenn_ ati
holidays visit.l.g 0
re
rist
."- 5,- Mr.. and Mrs.. David i
Ch
r pa
ltt
el
ee
1
B. Heery. Benton Read
••••

•
$150.00

$nuat

0 • • •

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wade Crick
announce the birth of a daughter. Renee Lynne. born December 4 at the Mruray Haapital.
The baby weighert seven pounds
12 ounces at birth. The Cricks
live in Alm°.
••• a
•• ••
A sun. Barry Glenn, was born
The VMS ef the Spring Creek December 4 weighing 8 pounds
Baptist Church will mee: at ten four ounces to Mr. and Mrs.
o'clock at the church for a Hafford Glenn James, Route 4.
Foreign Mission Program.
• • ••
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Gamble
Saturday, December 21
announced the birth of a son, ,,
The if ili:oa Daughters at the Ronald Thomas, born at the ill
Corifecieracy will meet at the Murray Hospital, December 7,;
Murray Electric Building for a weighing seven
pounds nine I
peg -tut-a iunaheon at 1 p.m.
Gamble ie t h e ;
Mrs.
ounces.
0
• •
daughter of Siatriff and Mrs. h
Brigham Futrell. The Gambles I
live in St. Louis.

Gladys lIcElrath
has Dinner
Program llonday

F ELD

.......

Activities

•

MURRAY — M
.f ,

*5 MURRAY — MAYFIELD

outittutdbui
AVALUES

Perfect graduation gift..-the
world-famed clean•filling pen.
From just 810.00.

att:
diantaa

$175.00

Complete Selection
of
SHEAFFER and PARKER

, $225.00

1

PENS
DIAMONDS - for a lifetime of pleasure!
WATCHES by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton, Longines, Wyler.
STERLING by Gorham, Towle, Wallace, Lunt, International, Heirloom.
CHINA by Castleton, Noritake and Haviland.
SILVER PLATE by 1847 Rogers Bros., Gorham, 1881
Rogers, Community.
MEN'S JEWELRY - Cuff Links, Key Chains, Tie Bars,!
Initial Rings, Stone Set Rings, Nlasonic Rings.
LADIES' JEWELRY - Fine Jewelry and Costume.Jewelry,
Crosses, Pearl Rings, Delta and Imperial Pearls.
CHILDREN'S JEWELRY - Birthstone 'Rings, Crosses,
Lockets, Identification Bracelets and Necklaces.

RN! HER:
ILACSidi 04441E CASE...
$111.30
layw fain, linings, savoy
curtains and elasticised pothole

...

All gifts purchased at Lindsey's wrapped Free of Charge Ident Pens, Pencils, Luggage, Bracelets, Billfolds, etc., engraved Free.
1

FOR HIM

MEN'S OLICK•TIIIPFElt
519.50
-/ 0..01 car kor reek-ends
r

awe lopkwri MP'

•

of
wedding
Atti not are :he
Janice Oak, arid Clegg Austin e
a
weekend
in Louisville over the
were Dr. and Mrs. Jim Hart and X
children, Hal Houston, Mr. and 2
Mrs. 0. B. Boone Jr., Mr. and ;
Mrs. Herehal Corn. Rose Mary!
Jones. Peggy Sue Shroat and 0
Donna Lou Tuck.
1

Y.
make him

yl

Many Items In

Mrs. Bradley Is
Hostess Te Ann
Hasseltine Class

"
c
r!

LOVELY FOSTORLA

THE EASY WAY!

Mrs. C. J. Bradley was hostess I
Friday everting, December 13- to
Ann
School Class of the Memorial e
Baptist. Church. The pot luck
supper was held in Mrs. Brad- P
le 's hasne. The Bradley's were ;
assisted by their daughter, Eveo in
lyn. recently returned f
Franc
eemdings of Christmas music: a
R'
trom frireign countries was play- X
ecl during the ;dinner hour. The t;
heuse was decorated for t h e ;
holidays with arrangements of IR
figures collected from Germany.
The business meeting was con- ;
ducted by Mrs. Bradley, presdent Of the class. The devotional. taken hum Luke 2:140 was
given by Mrs. Ocus Boyd. The
opening prayer was led by Mrs.
Alhe Lucas and Mrs. Cara She!ton gave the prayer Of closing.
Reports if nem.mittees and minutes were read by Mrs. 'Ruth II
Washburn, class secretary.
Gifts f r om the decorated
Chirsitmas tree were exchanged /
a
and secret pals revealed Gins et
freest the class were presented 0
by Mrs. J.` 0. Reeves to Mrs ;
Ocus Beyd, class teacher: Mrs
Cora Shelton. substitute teacher e
and Mrs. Affie Lucas far her ak
onvvice.
l‘tt January miteting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Lester
Garland
members and ,
Nine
three, visiferrs were present at e
the .sr wing.. Included its the q
as Mrs. Juice Byrd,
Sus-

rragierine" .Sundzry

OCIBLEE
You can achieve these aims by
giving him a gift which will
last for years Everytime he
wears a pair of these handsome
Roblees he will be thinking of
you What more could you
ask for/ Come in today and
see our Christmas selection
of Roblees the shoe
with the "open-collar
feeling in leather."
Moderately priced, too.
Itoth Shoe: $12.95

••

Black
and Tan

STORE
SHOE
ADAMS
N

DOLLY MADISON
21 jewels
unbreakable mainspring

$49.50
LOW CANDLESTICIC, Styl•d
guise/ Color6a1 c:notas lor harmony
ail%
dere, Haight, 3% in.

el.

— 16.95 pr.

PRESIDENT

3
r
„9

-rTHIN
17 jewefs. unhreakable
Ma,nspr+ng, shock
proofed (also aeallable
with charcoal dial)

IMIOND PRISCILLA
? diamonds, 17 jewels.
unbreakable mainspring

549 50

$39.75

F

form .

teacher.

BULOVA la KT.
GOLD FIRST LADY
23 jewels. 18 It gold. fled to
6 precision adjustments, unbieall
able rnalriSo,ng Available in yellow
or white 18 Mt goia.
$59.50

SCHICK

POWER SHAVE
— Also —
REMINGTON - NORELCO
and SUNBEAM

SENATOR
i? ewes, shoca
proofed, unbreakable
in -sewing, expansoe

$39.75
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sic Research
portant In
e Knitting

, SEY'S

- MAYFIELD

By DELOS SMITH
noted Press Science Editor
W YORK RP -If you have
question about the value of
scientists call "basic reconsider broken bones.
e have been breaking their
ever since there were
yet there is no known
knitting broken bones
.her falter than nature knits

you know the knesang process
has started. You can then follow
It minute by minute as it continues.
Developed By New Englanders
This clever tool for basic rewas devised by Drs. J.
II. Heller, H. Konig, and L. Fox
of the New England Institute
for Medical Research, Ridgefield,
Conn.
SR-85 is unusual among the
isotopes of the bone-seeking elements, strontium and calcium, in
that it gives off with gamine
rays. The others emit electrons
beta rays, and those are not
much good fur this work. Electron emissions are shortened in
range by soft tissue. Some
escape measurement and that
would mess up the results. Beta
ernhatune travel very short distances and thus damage the soft
tissues.
It is routine in science now,
but the layman has LO be impreiwed that shenist.s can go to
cyclotron and ana get a radioactive isosupe precheiy atitartaa 1.1.1
iaa exoehmentiu noses.

Santa Pays
Early Visit
To Kroger

Injection Of
Political
Refugees Will Vitamin D
Is Overdone
Get Jobs

Santa Claus is paying an early
visit to Kroger employees in
this area who will receive approxiinately ;20,000 In ca sh
Christmas gifts, it was announced today by Warren L. En-gle,
vice-president of the Kroger
Carbondale Division which openates the retail food firm's local
stores.
Gifts of this type has been
distributed to Kroger employees
for the past 20 consecutive years.
EverTemplayee with •six months
or more service, with the exception of those who participate
in a company incentive plan,
will receive the chechs, amainpaned by a LIhriathias message
tram Knager Presauent Joseph B.
Bali. hacentave plan checks will
be cashnbuted early in 1958.
Carbondale Division personnel
are among more than 30,000
stores,
employees in
hroger
werentiuses, plaices and manutacturing plants in 20 Imactlewestern and southern states wise
.4111 receive ahristraaa C2114.1Ck..1
totaling approximately $800,000.

FRANKFORT (111 - Political
refugees from the shakeup in
the state Department of Highways today were assured of a
new haven on the state payroll,
and ironically, state highway
funds will still pay their salaries.
Orders went out from roads
chief James W. Martin to trim
another 130 employes off the
department work list-ald in the
equipment division.

le reason? No teak researrh.
reason ally there hasn't
ii any, was the lack of a
,if studying nature's knitttechniques in the living bowith the idea of finding out
to hurry them along. But
e way has been founide basic research is about
gin.
CONSIDERATE HUSBAND
isway cotniles rats with
active struntium which is
SOUTH SHIELDS, England
a:on-tent moat to be feared in
-Mrs. Janice Green w as a
fall out" after a hydrogen
"dance-mad teen-ager when she
explosion. Strontium likes
martial, two years ago, a man
When it gets into the
wtiu cuulun t dance a step. 'TuesIt gets into the bones with day, tor her aist. birtnuay, her
ng rapidity.
nappy husuand hired a hail anti
twin Extremely Dangerous a °and anti aaverusect for 100
the hydrogen bomb - men, to give his wile a whirl
from strontium - has an around the uance floor.
a• weight of 90 and a haltif 28 years that makes it
STRICTLY PERSONAL
ely dangerous. For t h e
of studying bone-knitATLANTA dfl - Thieves who
strontium-85 was especiathe sate from a lock fruit
nstructed by atomic bon-th- stole
store are being sought today by
ert in a cyclotron. SR-85
two hign-ransing local poncemen
a great safety advantage
-Lt. Lerman J. Lopeiand, who
SR-90. It's half-life is only
owns the store, anu sgt. Bud
ys.
lumen, who uiierates a service
you inject SR-85 into a
station next door and keeps his
very tiny amount will do.
receipts in Lopelanuls safe.
rat has a newly broken
You have a gamma ray
LOOK, BOYS!
eter set up over the
site of the fracture, so
HOLLYWOOD +lb - Santa
measure the gamma rays Laus
al nt e uareback late
ting from the break, but Lousy at the parapieeic ward ut
no where eLae.
toe county a 1.1..11111211U LOS Antigua
gives off gamma rays. nusgastia Lilian Air Lines inand
energy
incredible
have
/1411..y for 141V
nuas
through the soft Uasaies audit ware hias lor ILS surprise
bones without being di- urns year actri...‘a Vaclu Deuisan,
or changed or harming Known for her ciresaes with
tissue. When the specplunging backhnes. She'll wok
er picks up the first gamys coming from the break. one al them for the boys.
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ilton, Longines, Wyler.
Ilace, Lunt, Internation-
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Key Chains, Tie Bars,
'asonic Rings.
and Costume Jewelry,
Imperial Pearls.
one 'Rings, Crosses,
and Necklaces.
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ROOM SERVICE
SANTA ANA, Calif. itio1 -One
til three juveniles who escaped
from the second flour of Orange
aounty jail Friday apparently
was concerned acutUt vaaat would
nappen to Ills methyl:1ga which
tie rind to leave banana. 'She
youth took tune out while aaweag his way through tiara and
malung a rope of mattress Antis
to write a note to jailers; it
said: "Please: send my 5.051
wine. inanks."

Few ararnaks live in New
Mexico's VIVI. White Sands, an
expithoe tia pure-aanate gapsumona-yatia GI/DOS near Akira/A./rota
site IeW snail anal-alas that innaiad the ounes, stain as pocket
arace, are whee-turred. Mace of
the same species, who live outside the dunes, are brown.

11111111111•1110114RIES41101vismstecgssassii

By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK (l/' -The business ,S putting the anti-rickets
vitamin D into just about every
item of infant food is being over
done, aocordin,g to three baby
doctors who reported on a rattier new and quite puzzling disease of babies -"hypercakernia
with failure to thrive,"

STILL ALIVE
Casement."
The disease is rare in t h e
United States, which they found 'INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. In in
Britain Mortician Jahn Cabs went to
puzzling
because
where infants are fed and cared the Lame of Mrs. Delia Kelly,
for similarly, it is increasingly 83, to prepare her foi burial and
common. But in Britain they found that reports of her death
pointed out, milk fs fortified were aniewhat exaggerated. Alwith 1,400 units of vitamin D though suffering from exposure
Per quart while in the United and ?}Ululation of gas fumes,
States the fortification is 400 Mrs. Kelly was still alive.
units per quart:
In their Children's Hospital in
CUT-UPS
Philadelphia, there were only
three cases in a two-year period. • CHICAGO IR - About 800
However, "It is possible it is Brownies 'and Girl scales are
not'always recognized in North
America," they said in reporting
their studies to the New England
Journal of Medicine.

some cutting
up for
doing
Christina-I. They are making 1,000 pairs of mittens faxn old
clothes • far a Christmas Shipment ta foreign lands.

Obviously excessive
vitamin
D is not the only cause.- If it
were, more indents would have
a. They higgested that some. special in a particular
thing
baby's chemical make-up might,
when combined with vitamin D
intake, trigger ahypercalcemia
with failure to thrive."
The cause a the disease remains unknown, they said, "although it appears highly probable that vitamin D has an important role."

lings 22 to 25 25; cows steady
but uneven; utinly and Commercial 15 to 17; bulls fully steady;
utility and commercial 16 to
18.50; vealers and calves steady;
good and choice 25 to 31.
Sheep 1,300. Fairly active;
wooled and shorn slaughter lambs
fully steady; others steady; good
and choice wooled slaughter
lambs 19 to 21.5(1; choice and
prime 21.50 to 22.50; cull to
choice wooled slaughter ewes 5
to 8.

klyperoalcenta simply is too
An authoritative source here much calcium. Rickets results
said Gov. A. B. Chandler had when too little calcium is with:
asked and receives asauranoes ed by the infant's body fur the
from the state Motor Transpor- processes of growing. Vitamin
tation Commissioner Charles M. sees to it--cherrucally-athat the
Blackburn that all political fav- body retains, and utilizes calorites who aecome casualties of cium. The question being raised
Martin's economy ax will be is whether too much vitamin D
given berths in his department. causes some infant bodies to
Most of the funcis for the cp- retain too much and choke
eration of the Motor Transpor- growth.
Drs. Alfred Iv1. Eiongiovanni,
tauon Deprarunent dieutive from
the road fund, into which are Walter R. Eberlein, and Irish T.
paid the fees and taxes collected Jones of the University of Pennoy the department for taxicab sylvania suspected this was the
certificates, truck permits, bu.s case with three babies, and they
wanted to put those infants on
licenses and bus mileage tax.
'1 he preaurnpuon arising from •cliets which contained no vitamin
this latest deVeiotarierki IS that D. This proved extremely difit "was almost
a sizeauie Widget increase for ficult because
the Department of Motor 'Trans- unpoasible to obtain milk free
portation will be asked of di of vitamin D."
milk,
of
"The fortification
General ,Asoumbly to handle the
eat= perainnea !he department bread, virtually all infant cerwas meta-a out alitidalati for the eals and artificially prepared
oarnmercial formulas in a,h e
present tuenianam.
enthusiastically
States
One well Irthowra political fig- United
ure and ally of Chandler alireauy praotaced," they commented.
114iS been given an executive "The practice seems to have got
position in the Department ce out of hand; and the (plan:41es
iti
TransportailulL J Uric L. of adaed vitamins are frequently
steer, Warsaw, was aired as the focus of competitive adverthrecieur ce the davhion UI LICV/er
accusing tau., wee.x.
ter mechanics and equipment
W. A. linceer, uircctor ul the supervisars.
CLIvaaan oi equapineat in the
Tinctier said the number of
neariway (has:initial," said I n
equipment su.pervisors will have
"ow
1.1111.1+.2eb 00,116 to be reduced in one district,
.41.0 Ulu tvhe uastriattteu 31141111v the number of master mechanics
.tle 44 11,..LIW ay as ages iii Mt in another. But in mast districts
ci
the cutback will be effected in
rie sax quotas La been sat other division personnel.
op tor e..1.10 calerici auo,...o.a use
lhe employes to be removed
/..11714LOCI ci eimmoyes from the payroll will be swell
alley may 1,4.c 113 trueotp...pment two weeks made and their emaivision. He said there were 775 ployment will terminate at the
suds employes including 39 mas- end of the month.

miiMiinarissimwmarmanismsMintailli 611211171litaffirlingini3/11.4.31.113Mmaxiamaingasmg ma mammaIsaysimity
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On All
RADIOS

PRICED
SO LOW YOU
WON'T BELIEVE IT!

Many Items In

LOVELY FOSTORIA

26-INCH

BIKE

Reg. $12.95

'8.88

DOLL BUGGY

IOW (ANC/11511(V. Stylgid '414
E,,oto.ev hoc***y
qui*/
ha air de,o, 4.1941, 3% in.

ELECTRIC

- $6.95 pr.

PERCOLATORS
4IIP
i''.41V

'
opito

CHAIR-DESK COMBINATION
'5.95
Reg. $7.95

All Kinds
BUY FOR LESS
at

BILBRErS

BASKETBALLS
83.99
Reg. $4.60

REVERE WARE.

$29.95

at

BILBREY'S
ANNIVERSARY
SALE!

SCHICK

POWER SHAVE

BIG VALUE TIUKE

- Also REMINGTON - NORELCO
and SUNBEAM

Character - Teenage - Elgin - Benrus - Bulova
Walthan
-A

MURRAY & MAYFIELD

$3.99

G.E.
STEAM

IRON

8-INCH SKILLET

$4.99

99

$1]

ALL

DOLLS

ALL MILK GLASS
REDUCED!!

At

serve!
Plug it is, rook dila
ov114/401.. 41•cIlv reeking 1.4vrever 5 414's 1114(1,,ci1Y.
pow 1441 long hi,
Polly/'.el
hoca1041 •1•••••41 cast lob boie. Accurol•
44.41•49.1olve C4o1 plc•Ht Itc4.114$ 441
o Co.,, 11' d1ofe4der, 3' el••p.
Dom* cenvir er.d d.-.p i fry b4s1.41
-fool cart 110.120 waft
clud.rd
COSOMII Of

&OM

REDUCED
PRICES!

GIFT

TO

LAST-

Portable Mixer -Handiest
mixer ever -powerful enough for
most any mixing job. Comes in
yellow. Mate, pink or turnuolse
NOW

ti oqc

ONLY

wi

*C only.
•

WATCHES OF ANY KIND!!

LINDSEY'S

B. B. GUNS
REDUCED

• ••

1 z Quart
SAUCE PAN

- Limited St•pply 1;1248
Half Price!
Reg. $24.95

Play-Doh
ALL TOYS
FOR LESS

AMA\

DOR MEYER AUTOMATIC
FREW:WRY SKILLET

We Have

7.-4.

IsassativoiSsaanimals(Witilic.K1MIKIMM

$2395
20-Inch BIKE
Reg. $43.95 NOW el

RECORD
PLAYERS

Reg.
$15.95

MENEM(amen WOG"Km vac1,:a

$3595

saga

You Save On All Of These
TABLE and CHAIR SETS

•

ICYCLES

and

Come In And See For Yourself,!

•

ER
MINIV
ke) =PULEIt

OFF

G.E.
TV

ST. LOUIS, Dec. 18 RR -LivestoclCi
Hogs -8,000. Fairly active; barsaws and gilts 180 lbs up steady
to 2a cents.higher; lighter weights
and sows 25 to 50 cents higher;
U.S. 1 to 3 180 to 240 lb barrows
and gilts 18.75 to 19.25; sows
1 to 3 4110 lbs down 16.25 to
16.75.
*Caille. 3,000. Calves 600. Moderately active; high good and
choice steers 24 to 26; good and
.choice heifers and mixed year-

workers (right) reads a "taking ever" procSEIZE DUTCH PROPERTY-A deputation of Indonesian
in Jakarta. The workers are
lamation to managers (left) of the Dutch KPM shipping company
(from left) Mr. Do Brand,
identified as J. Mamesah and W. Toma.soa. Dutch are identified as
(Intermittowel Boessieteesese)
Mr. Ter Mask. and Mr. Ds Geus.
_
3:531:44;" ZglaIiliveamsvaiwaseamailliisatragssamassams,
katsaislistexa 3:53

10%
S.

SAN FRANCISCO lA -A forecalt_of "possible sitowers" failed
to dampen enthusiasm for Ilve
San Francisco Forty-Niners vs.
Green Bay Packers football game
Sunday. Ticket scalpers were
asking-and gutting as much as
$100 a pair f a choice seats.

Livestock Report

8111111E

Ipped Free of Charge !lets, Billfolds, etc., en-

SCALPERS GET TOPS

B1LBREYS
la"WOxtra LIfezseasac

Efac

BILLFOLDS - KNIVES
PISTOLS Gifts For All!!
2;zi

S32(

EPA

YAK

k
•-•

-

41

•11.

•

•

•••

•
a.

•.*r•tik

real*

•
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Commercial
Really Liked
Says Siles

Ca
At,
CM"

M.
th
Az
g43

et.
Pt

th

SAILS FOR DUTCH NEW GUINEA—The Dutch navy frigate Evertsen sa•:s from the Den Helder
naval base in the Netherlands, bound for Dutch New Guinea and the e erent quarrel
with Indonesia. Iedonesta claims the swampy. sparsely inhabited area.
fInterviationa4Soteadpeole)

kid sc% 41 I

I

•
The Kirksey Junior 4-1.1 Ck
%vac called to order by theetrewdent. Bibby Bazzell. on December II a• 9:00 pm. The pledge I
to the American Fl•g . was led
by Pamela Tietweil and I h e
pledge te the 4-H Flag was led
by. M•whael ,R .
After pledges the devotion
was read by Ma mare'. Tucker.

The subject of the Bible r.vdirig
las the b.rth of Christ,

- •_

Pam-a'Tidwell the: rodbe
for :he Junior
4-H .
Officers have been
and
re the meeting was over
areas 'fell•.ws: president. d hby
ee. in leader had a game
ezze..11: vice-president, 1Cen h.a j
.- • play. The s eig leaders
Ezell: secretary ana tree urer.
d
Christenas sengs.
Pamela Tidwell: s.ng leader.
i••- .eiren S.ere• rep irerr
Su-e 'lleickabN- and Richard Ed
rept.rter. Shur.n Story;
SHOULD'VE STAVED 1 DME
reereation leader, Linda Wilson.
A moeen was mad by .!dargre: Brandon and was seconder:
by

TAIPEI
— I u Citung-chun,
30. •.• as arrested for burglary
Sunday in the courtrooT where
his to alleged accomplices were
on trial. He, was ,pointed out
to p
by the victim or the
robbery.

a

efiRIST,

By VERNON SCOTT
United Press Hollywood Writer
11011.YWOOD
-- Wheehtr
•u realize it dr not. gentle televiiever, way down deep in your
heart you are genuinely fond of
TV commercieis, or so says veteran announced 'svendc.1.1 Niles
eh has spent 32 years pitching
prehices over the airwaves.
"Commercials are like movie
d eible
feature's" he
argues.
"Audiences didn't
want 'ern.
Thy cried and yowled for single
features.
.."Then when !heelers teased
out the double bill the same
people screamed to get them
back.
-This is also true of eommerciels. The American public has
,11 conditioned to them. We'd
all feel cheated if thee,, a r
dr.opped.

Wendell was rernindece that
his woras indicated viewers don't
to commercials. that they're busy doing cher things when
hi: pear-shaped tones persuade
it m to buy his sponsor's product. .
"35311310iM 32343:A=
.
1313g1113311gXtaltii

14

Announcers Old Friends
"Not so," says he.
-The home audience hasn't
taken to 'blab off' gimmicks for
silencing conernereiale. They
were a novelty at first, but it
drove people crazy to see samebody talking on the screen without knowing what was benne
said.
•
-"Besides," he
plunged
on,
seeking
prove his point, "anrenincers like Harry' Von Zell
and Don Wilson have become
American institutions. They're.
considered old friends who atop
by for a chat. I know darned
well viewers look forward ti,
seeing diem every week."
Even the spectre of .pay TV

For
Better
Traction...

Test a '58 Studebaker with
Twin Traction for sure-footed power
in mud,sand, ice or snow.

1

\

WINDOWS

TO THRILL THE CHILDREN
A Punctuation Mark
1,
e
Because Niles makes his living !II APARTMENTS
_
pedding produc:s (cell'rently on .I
-TV's
NBC
cleylinte--:e Could Be j
Yeu" shoe.) Re is not exactly w
objective about video's hard, seli.
NAME
He was anziouncing for crystal R
radio sets, befere .commercials
ADDRESS
were born.
But emon Wendell, why on

14-

MIDWAY MOTORS
Murray, Ky.
Hiway 641 So.

II

121314-

-

Ph,ne

• I

tisamEsztszc:...yszmysrscsal-z.i?ziccsassassmassacyzirmissaYSZYSZ11:2S

1615-

20-

entg
.Cintistmos

23.

7
27.
29,
31

32
33

Our Christmas gift
to sou ... a great big bundle
of warm wishes
for much happiness, good health and good cheer all
through this joyous
holiday season!

.1

'I

Studebaker-Po"kard

g
PICTURE

;tarts
Iles.
Prz
-ODE
eek
rite :
ace,

1

HOUSE AND Gr:OUNDS AS A WHOLE
DOORWAYS

REFEREE MENTAL CASE
tails to dim Niles' enthueeieti.
"I'll retake a bet right note :hat
does hoc 'file
If Pay
CHERRY BURTON, England
toopular it will include c Winnercials. People will be happy eL, AP --Both side& gut so mad iv
pay to see good commercials," the umpire foP a local football
match that they complaintel
tie said. "Just wait and N.V.."
the referees association f re
whom they thought they'd hirel
Capt. William Bligh and 18 him. The association did a let
sailors rowed 3,818 miles after of checking,. found the ebjeclienthey were set adrift during a able referee was an escapee
tridu
mutiny on the British ship Betio- a neSrby mental hospital.
1788.
!). in

Rolle$M4=i45134set313-1313511.

ENTRY BLANK
Christmas Decorating Contest

W

nEcE.511;Eit 18, 197,7

wimNEstiAy

earth would anybody miss a TV
nitch?
• I'll tell you why." he anew red defensively. "Because the
commercial
is
a
puneittaUun
merk in a program. It . breaks
ineJ the show and gives viewers
S :hence to. relax.
••Cesamercials also give people
time to fix the furnace, pour a
taer or le: the dog out. Without
de m. you'd never g e i those
ttenies done." ' •

In to trLe Christmas spirit
of joy and good will,

we are happy to greet all
our friends and wish
everyone a glorious Holiday Season.

"Peace on Earth.
Good Will to Men."

T.

May the blessed words
re-echo in every heart this

in

KELLEY
PRODUCE

re

Christmas, bringing joy to one and

HERNING MILL

•

all.

Lake Stop Grocery

B. G. Wilson Service Station

Hazel, Ky.

Cdiz Road

4th and Sycamore

•

-ewitz-r.wgr.-4-ogw-Arewg•og

..4.gi
r ogweraii
*--efri
se
ze-

•

CORN AOSTIN CO.
For Gifts He Will Cherish
And Wear With Pride...
give

LI

Nationally
A(IN ertised
Brands

NIP
.6
No Better Brands
Than Our Own
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E.NRO
.•
MANHATTEN
REGAL
FLORSHEIM
DOBBS
McGREGOR
PIONEER
HYDE PARK

e

'tee
d-•tt!"k

Gifts Handsomely
Wrapped Free For You!
b,AV-AAV=A-=MV-A%1-`.-1,-1-1 •M1.4-1-1t
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Land Transfers

4.11.
that
ante

REFEREE MENTAL CASE

IC 1--

CHERRY BURTON, Englarti
SS --Both aideg got so mad a.
the Umpire toP a local foothill:
match that they complained •
ferees association f
the
whom they thought they'd
him. The association did a
of checking,. found the object
able referee was an escapee fel,
a nearby mental hospital.

-4!-)

its,"

18
liter
a
ein-

er
!non...•• .W.
P

4114:4v*:,17:7,1t
":
,
r1

pee weed ter owe day, minimum of 17 wards for 60o - So per word for throe days. Clasalfled

lt)LISE, 4 large rooms, side and
oack porches, 2 acres land at
Lynn Grove. Price $4,000. Contact Loyd Tucker, 401 S. 12th
FISH. Leonard Wood, 1
D21C
on Coldwater Road. Phone Street.
-M. Open from noon during 4 USED 1.
in
s
excellent
'ipewriter
J1C Ondition. You can get any of
.k days, all due Sat.
these Oihree fur a good price.
that Christmas Taken in on trades on new
•'.' Visit the Off se Supply typewriters. Ask fur Greene Wile
-partment of ere Ledger and son,,Office Supply Dept., Ledger
DdInc
roes. Wonderful gift item- 'hat and Times.
D2liae
practical too.

lebaker With %
for sure-footed power
ce or snow.

114-Pronoun

ACROSS

MOTORS
Murray, Ky.
,
MIMEMMIIIMMO-1.• 11•111141111.••••••••6.

Answer te Yesterday's Puzzle

(

1
P
ALE

Oa or R E (3g0

a c ° ' MI 11
II
iUU
Ri111
''Ailiui
•
51 WA 111'AR
MIMI 'AIM rill
all VA 'Ain'
71.II
WI 11744°
Mil
dliEd
'
l
1111-9 uul .
ilU11ii
11=

of joy and good will,
are happy to greet all

s and wish
ne a glorious Hot,day Season.

36-enneerning
37--4iat tiered
I. gether
311-11,,und solidly
together
40-Style
ofpaintr

wall
g for

43-symbol
telluri

across

47- In fasir of
4, - Frer
ti

4

I.

n

i

b-lsc

J. C. Brewer and Geraldine
Brewer to Willard L. Thwealt
and Inez Thweatt, lot.
James W. Charlton and Bobbie
Charlion to Hoyt Roberts and
Minnie Marshall Roberts, 2 acres.
J. H. Nix and Audie Mae Nix
saw are PaYabl• us advanse.
tea Joseph G. Cowin and Hazel
M. Cc.win, lot.
•
Charles T.- Grugan, et als, to
Chesley Wilson and Edna Lee
Wilson, 83 acres of Land.
Rubye
and
Rupert Ccihoon
Cchetin to Harry J. Utterback
FOR TOYS, hobby - craft and
and Hazel Utteroack, lot.
Storks
gifts, seri ip
household
, 'Wendell Horawor,ey and Anna
Hardware "Where. parking is no
D. Norsworthy to Warren G.
problem." 13th & Poplar. Phone
Mellen and Yvonne Melton, 3
TF
1142.
lots.
Bonnie Farris and Cecil Farris
BRITT'S GUN REPAIR. Antique
guns rebuilt and repaired. Most to earns Loose Leaf Floor, Inc.,
all parts available. Foreign and lot.
Cecil Thurmond and Zelna
antique
ammunition
available.
Nickel plating. Lamaurr Britt, ltitumona to Rosie Hooges and
214 Norh 1321 Street. • Phone Aeoe b. Hodges, lot,
w warn A. ierrell and Ann
155-W.
D20C
L. 1 urreit to biscaoy G. Grogan
WE WANT to hire some help. anci Verona M. Grogan, 2 tots.
Boys 10-14, honest, dependable
Lti itowiand and Level-Ale
and wilsig to work. Edward
etow,ana to Mmon Lassi,er
3-Ju
.,m,pe. Le 1161509
ia
.r Jimmie
Lrrs
Lassiter, Lot.
call 55.
to
Tommie
Ethel
Duncan
TI
Manor and Myrtle Atanis, 184
acres -of land.
WILL DO washing anal ironing
Margaret Mae Wa.ei..d a n
in my home' S
'
atisfaeth'''' guar- Hugh Waldrop to L. C. Doran
aInteed. Reasonable rv:es Phone CL al, it.
DI ¶,.
1723.

- LOST: Weimerama female pupmonths old., wearing collar.
py,
I
ay be in vicinity of southwest
'I of Woodland. Please call 1

1

''YOUR H0,11115:-CWNED LOAN CO.'

NOTICE

Livestock
Report

'WNW

- Livestock:
ST. LOUIS
Hogs 15,000. Fairly active; barrows and gilts 180 lbs up 75
to $1 lower; lighter weights 75c1
low:,r; sows down She; sows
1-3 400 lbs down 15.75 to 16.25.
Cattle 6,000. Calves 700. Active
and strong; good and choice
steers 22 to 26; standard to low •
goed 21 to 21.50; choice and
mixed steers and heifers 26.50
and bulls active
; CJWS
J
and s.rong; utility and commercial cows. 15 to 17; utility and
bulls 16 -to 18.50;
comm •.7
venters and calves steady; good
aht., choice slaughter calves 19
to 23.
Sheep 1,500. Moderately active;
most wooled lambs steady; other
classes not established, good and
Meadow larks are not larks, choice native wooled lambs 18.50
BUXTON GUN :3E0P dues blueing factory wsocess, plating, re- but immibers of the blackbird to 21; choice and prime 21.50
to 22.50.
finishing and repairing. Also family.
make new parts for antique
suns. Phine 1670, 717 Elm St.
D19C

re hoping that
-7
all our good friends whom
we hoe had the pleasure
to serve for so long e
ha‘.e the merriest ChristTills

-

- •

ner.

Gooch & Baxter Welding

gite

,4

rries•IMIWW•

AVE
ou
0*

on 's suits, sport
coats, topcoats. As East-

•

ern factories representative I can save you from
1/3 to 1/2.
Open Ni,:hts and Sunday

SERVICES OFFERED
remce,eci free.
s/EAD STOCK
'ladle dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service r
days a week. Call long distance
Cit9
collect, Mayfie,d 433,

Appointment.

a
REAL SIMMONS

Phone 1234
816 So. 1st
Mayfield, Ky.

ELIZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL

The Doctor's Husban
ID 1957

MURRAY LOAN CO.

SINGER Sewirig Machine sales
2 BEAGLE hounds, good humand sers.ce on all makes. Half
ers, ready to go. Call 511. D19P
mile on Lyre' Grove Road. Leon
DI9P
934-J.
Hall, phut

So -Goal

ke Stop Grocery
c.„h, Road

Sow.. Murray Homemaker's Club, guests, the two homemakers. and
MURRAy HIGH 4-H NEWS
.1
served sandwiches, cookies ant.
Mr. Vaughn, were present.
The Murray High School 4-11 hot chocolate.
Club held a Christmas party
Donna Grogan, Reporter
Nineteen people, including three
December 10th at the County
Age l's office.
were provided by Betty
HA , Joyce Hargis, June Foy
and Donna Grogan, recreation
leaders for the party.
Mrs. Hargis and Mrs. ChrisTelephone 131
806 W. Main St
topher, representatives of the

LOST: Beagle hound, female,
oiack, white, and tan head, name N. B. ELLIS CO. is closing it's
Tillie. Call B. Ssioud. Phundoors for good at 7:30 p.m,.
D2OP Saturday, Dec. 21.
D19C

fly

44-aja la y iano.
47.-Weir r

ot-Itea.

LOST & FOUND

-.
-1': Black_ and brown beagle
L.06
2 months old. Reward. Joel
im
..dug..
Evans, phone 2156 or 1814.

I

true Christmas spirit

I

FOR RENT

ROOM.

II1010121•
greeting
37-11ny amonnt
N P
3s-Genue of cattle CAPT
E A OK9EF
39-Solitary
40-Ship chalinet
41-PrepokIt Ion
rico um
42-Solar disk
44-1.1quid
[IOW nma mum
measure (pt)
47-On. Aho feigns DOM Xrat- SLIMI
E L
51-Dlung9
12-Re borne
ROTATE
AB
53-4..'ity In Nevada LEA
RON NO
54-Period of Um*
hearing
arL
Atrs ovIl
E
15-Sliver in
tr)aorilan
WIGermany
deity
IS-Icelandic
22-l'otounction
nog ey
4-Chtnes•
writing
Ver.e
of aceount
17-Lair
Worm
5-Sea eagle
Emmet
C-I'roper
DOWN
3,o-Slouan Indian
7-Dinner course
7,
31-,ia pa 444,41
8-Own
In
rict
1-Dist
an
meariUre
9
-Mohammed
Germany
name
31-Attenint
3-Ott-rut 1.v Verdi
10-Nomber
Idly
s
S-Talk
xisted
:
33-11
11-Sink in middle
17-ennjunttion
la%a
22-One, no matter
whit,
94-Nnte of scale
2t..P..x, mange
premium
se Seines
27-Pertaining to
an era
25-Storage pit a
-Mat ow
29
2'
N
FAW
VA 22
.01-Grain
22--Pla,.. for
entertainment
1-Weaken
4-Soreads for
dr% Mg
okes
12-Vetittlatis
i3-Region
14-Genus of olives
15-Girt', name
I it-Enveloping
18-Amount at
which a person
Is rated
!o-organe of

I

4 ROOM HOUSE with hall, bath
oh first floor. Two rooms upstairs. Newly decorated. Available Dec. 16. 304 S. 3rd St. Call
4 BEDROOM brick, two baths, F. E. McDougal, 1:18-R.
D18P
air conditioner, electric heat,
dining room, living room, and 3
unfurnished apartrn.nt
..,,,,,,
D19C
dream kitchen. Call 721.
Call 872-W.
'
au•D'

•CROSSWORD PUZZLE

r-Pro nkard

AVAILABLE NOW. Smith Corona portable typewriters. Five
olfferent colors. A gift that will
be good for years to come. Office
Supply Dept. of the tedger and
1" •
Times.
D21 tsc

FOR SALE

()DERN log cabin on Sledd
.eek Kentucky Lake lot 45.
rite R. C. Cauer, 427 Minerva
D19C
ace, Paducah, Ky.
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offire ovn at Barnes.
Feriderr
I thero
CII .1-TEP 14
Crary iowied up almost andon't do t .at. I 'just
No,
Tracy
What dors the big shot
ytt two tau-r.
thought- But-- another time. grily.
want with nor ?" she demanded.
. calm , into the apartment late maybe?"
"Well, now, It so happens he
e atternie-n and found Carol
He walked away from her, todidn't say'
sty seated on the living room ward his room.
Tracy grinned and tr.tted off.
Soul& having a cocktail with Mi.
She gathered up the glasses,
•
Fedderson wa. one ot the
*shwa
them. set them away She
washed
Nobel winneis, ann so cy had not neen expected
room and tidied her. Group's
her
to
went
el must tare forgotten that sell. While she Ada combing her very good that the interns no
longer called him an Arrowsmith.
as net tree day She had hair, she heard Mich.ael leave.
downtown, and for once she
He was a specialist in cancer,
PerCarol?
seek
he
Would
I in unitortn against Carol's haps. Pertiape not.
and -What could such a man want
elegan:e.
Rosalie a little party was tom
resident in pediafternoon Tracy's slim
did her best to enjoy trom a first-year
Tracy
and
au ,' small flat were becom• it. She knew that Michael's ges- atrics 7
She round out of course. And
er gioves were snowy, her ture had been only a part of his
pumps trim,.
then could not really, believe
yetAnd
apology.
she was told.
was surprised, but not halt
The four young women ate din- what
noised as those other two.
-Take the day oft. Dr. VaughOD
tri the coffee shop of one of
ner
past
these
said Dr. Fedderson kindly.
For the first time In
the hotels near the hospital cen- an,"
imorionta.s rracy nail the advantage, ter, then they went to the Nurses' "Don't try to make a decision
minute
take the day-"
IP WM/ she knew it! For a
!
sat around, talking mediately. Just
and
home
she igeod silent, a small, brave
"But-"
shop.
The big man smiled at the *Me
figure. Thin she smiled a IltUe
remembering that
once,
at
All
eirld ati..ancest her hand out- afternoon. tears poure‘ down redheaded girl. "I've arranged for
day."
"I'm very sorry I Was
her slender shout, you to have the
A-Mrs. Tracy's face,
She laughed, and nodde d.
1101 st come when you called.
shook; she put her hands to
s
den
Fedderson. I'm
you
made
Dr.
Has Michael
k you.
Rainey
her cheeks and sobbed aloud, com- -Than
gognign tn 1.•
a little overwhgtmed."
lust
control.
of
out
pletely
-1 I-now Well, you go home
Car' l head went up, a glutei
The two nurses and the doctor
it, and tet me
oesrei..1 in her eyes, and her lips
seconds In shocked and think about
ten
wasted
drew tin. She anticipated the surprise. Then, of course, they know toniorrow what you've detow W:,ich Tracy had decided not knew what to do with a case of cided. I realize that it isn't a_simit. Foi it th. re Was no hysterics.
ple thing we're asking you to do.
Is'
no accusation, nor hitter
do
not
did
they
thing
And one
. Carol would have no aniShe could not believe it! She'd
was ask why .
on with which to fight.
decided on a -change, yes. But
car,
her
had
hiclioneld
Miss
Ile Tracy had all the denot this much of one! Well. at..
and when Tracy quieted, she and
reason now tor
she needed. This was her
girl home. Mi- least she'd have a
the
took
Rosalie
In it she could he, and
that talk with Michael, she looked
them,
admitted
chael
her watch. It was 11 a. m.
the gracious hostess. She
"She's working too-hard." Rosa- at
and tell him
on lamps. aral *eked about
sternly. "1 never She'd phone Michael
him
told
lie
have an hour with
must
she
e Inquired about Carol's
that
that
you,
did
heard it claimed,
n.
him that evening "to dia.:use
the only good doctor was a dead
something Important to both of
Cgrei was unable to answer or
one?"
Shein return. In fact, Carol de"No. I never did," said Michael us."
that she'd had It. She set
"Hey. Tracy!"
you girls put her
"Will
gravely.
glass down and stood up
She turned, startled, then smiled
t'll ask the Director to
to bed
"I'll have to leave, Mike."
to see that it was Michael himher."
to
talk
waited a second for his
fifty feet behind her.
"Or you might do it yourself," self,
He came on toward her. "What
st or offer to go with her. growled Rosalie, walking away
handed
He
gives 7" he asked. "Out here loose
gave her neither.
from hear
at noon, and talking to yourthe fur scarf which .wail
• • •
over a chair, and sisalked
self?" He reached her side. "Has
Tracy
suggestion,
At Michael's
something happened?"
her to the door.
at
days
three
for
Florida
She laughed. and caught at the
racy did not watch them, went to
illness
father's
Her
Christmas.
end
of her blowing scarf. "Yes,
en he returned to the living
• reasonable thing for something has, Michael. I wan gos
m she still stood teaming down made this
her to do, and of course the holi- ing to get in-twuCh with you." •
the floor.
that way. In her
"Let's go over to Straub's. shall
"Tracy." said Michael's deep day was easier
parent's home, 'teeing her moth- we? And cat some lunch?"
e, "1 owe mu an apology."
father's
her
"Oh, yes, that would be perfect.
was taken by surprise, en- er's devotion, and
dependence upon his wile, Tracy I have the day off."
Y•
determined
city
the
to
"And my appointments don't
-Yes." He rubbed his hands to- came back
a change In her life start till two. So let's go."
her. "Carol should not have on effecting
Michael.
On his way from the hospital
Tie here, and I should not have with
She would talk to him, soberly, clinic to his office, he'd followed
her stay:' Perhaps you think
they
emotion. and It
the same route and caught up
brought hrr here. I did not. But without
conic to no decision of them- with Tracy. Though, maybe, he
pet the same--I apologize, Tracy. could
go
to
him
ask
she would
knew what she had to tell him.
Teii behnved very well. I-well- selves,
marriage counselor.
groom roil want to go somewhere with her to a
occathe
and
,
opportunity
The
When Tracy tette Michael rut
Coe dinner?"
came almost at once. Be- her eseiting offer he counters
• lie Wall telling her that he did sion,
Tracy could do more than
with some surprising news of
not menn to follow Carol. But - fore
ready to plan her procedure.
on n. Re sure to rend about
his
"Oh. Michael," cried Tracy. "I get
Florida,
On her return from
promised Rosalie and a couple of
in tomorrou'S 41114.01111 of
it
Pediatric
the
eat with them she was told by
Doctor's Iiiieband."
the girls that
"The
In
wanted
was
that she
glanight. I ISM sorry. 1 could call Resident

We take pleasure in
thanking you for your pationage and in
wishing you a holiday complete with-`
all the "trimmings- . love and trendup .. good health and go:d cheer!

---

Actor
HOILLYWOOD
Richard Simmons stars on CBSTV as "Sgt. Preston of the
Yukon" and wears a vivid scarlet jacket, blue breeches trimmed
with yellow, •a tan campaign
hat with gold stripes, shiny
brown boots and black fur gloves.,
"I have only sine loud sport
jacket in my wardrobe." Simmons said, "but I rarely wear
it. It makes rite feel conspicuous."

•

a.

Season's greetings and our thanks to
all our friends whose patronage we value so
highly! We're all aglow with warm wishes for
a holiday full of lore, joy and good cheer!

Noel's Service Station

Ezell Beauty School
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by Ernie Busbmiller
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by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an' SLATS

YOU'RE GOING BACK
HOME -WHERE YOU
HAVE DOCTORS
AND NURSES
TAKING CARE
etc

IT-IT WON T BE SO BAD,
DEAR, THEY'RE TRYING SO
CURE YOU
HARD
OF -OF vOUR.

YOU MEAN YOU'RE LOCKING
ME UP AGAIN- WITH THOSE
DREADFUL PEOPLE YOU CALL
'MY COMPANioNV?

To

WELL,I'M NOT GOING BACK
AND YOU'RE NOT MAKING ME,
SISTER MORBIPA

BAD HABiTs:

you:

t, • Po 01/ -AP
off+
U.•44

•••.
.44

LIL' ABNER
HERE VO IS, DAISY

Gil TH'
SUPPER,
DAISY
MAE-

.21 MAE -HOME!!
AN'THARS YORE HUSBIN; LI'L ABNER
BY NAME,AN'YORE CHILE,
HONEST ABE!!
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'Brig. Gee. Homer

Lt. Gen, Donald L. Putt

QUARREL WITH QUARLES-The fur may be doing the flying in
the U. S. A:r Force over setting up of a "Directorate of Astronautics.' Lt Gen. Putt, USAF deputy chief of staff for development, set it up and put Brig Gen. Boushey at the head. Its purpose is to supervise research on satellites arid space projects.
But Deputy Defense Director Donald A. Quarles. before leaving
for Parts and NATO. asked that such action be delayed till
fleternationan
be "Imed-up" an agency for all services.

Moguls
Blast Back
At Critics

Movie

By VEXINAIV areetrY
Wol•asp
tinted 'veva
- Movie
1r''‘V V vwoon
sienee..4 ne. ...wenn ne'
sr...
Ira
h..^P •
,
•" be ni• et hunn--• Aniseed
lads, wines
lin--tr a' .
renters tnire more prneneroun
Orin even:re

Ten
ownre•

nnetn ^tin-sen
Ed Wn ri %tinny-mon

•,.h
.

hv

**•?, ilea for etnitns
wet be closed wi'h in eix ernriths
Snlveinnan. pres dent 'sf
en Thee'res Corp.. indleifed
monies. like melt o. am "being
bur en hv *e TV avelanetie.•
'If Mr S•lvesernan mime • s
cornets-. euiente let h'm henna niff
the bridge by hsmeelf.", Add 20th
Centurv - Fox producer Jerry
WSield. "This is the first hot a.r
cut of Chicago this winter. If
Silverman thinks the studios ar•
dead le: him •ry te buy ..r.e
1"here aren't any far sale."

cently before leaving for Europe
locution for Untersal-International's -Raw Wind in Eden"
that directing would be his next
field to conquer - but inn In
By RON BURTON
United Press Staff Correspondent combination with acting.
"Acting just isn't enough for
InnLLYSiOQD - AP - The
me," he said. "And for another
want to take 143
Henn.
thing I reath7. 'no: no one
n a full-time basis is
is going to ,be a star forever
he
time
this
e?. but
fAnd for still another thing. I
dual
a
to be in
4"e -is'
an't write well in my own
he
as
actor-director
rot.' as a
Judgment That's why directing
rango."
"1
S.
• ilex..."
n' think an . actor can
-1
(nhandler is the, first to achnift
silvertall,
the
If."
-18-r-tkintinn
• no t only a few score have
hi in T- • star said. "He is sup- nnidttated suceeefully to *trent.1 to bass ludgment on himRay Miliangl.
tell a star- , .ng. They inelude
:ng
•is
Orson Wenes and Jose Ferrer,
-Innen r that his performance is
Chandler said all of them
No one, as a mile, and so I and
are willing to star in a picture
wind up ith a performance '
as well as /direct it - and in
--nen:14Ln inns:Tin:1y mediocre genercases turn in rind jobs.
'tisostbeable.
undennaiid
is
allt This
have a few ideas of my
"I
to
caurage
the
has
eauze n Jrte
I'll use When I diwhich
ion
off."
wry
le!I you that y.ou're
"They may be
said.
he
rect,"
interested
Chandler said he's
much rather
I'd
but
rung,
.
in
is
he
in direcnng just as
rect. I guess. Leaving acting
eveny phase of motion picture
be no hardship for me.
it ould
rrnking. He geld ne reenbed re-

"First when 1 was a boy,
there was the expneted end of
the wrrld then the end of :he
legitimate theater with_ :he advent of picture*. Next itee exit
of all paid en:crainment and
daily newepapers with racko free
in- every home. Nnw it is agid
TV looms as a khreat to all of
7h es e-especiaily. to motion pieto it
"But TV was nein. .n 1953. and
that is the yew that saw released two of the three largest
nrnesing pictures in history *The Robe' and The Grea•est
Show on Earth.' 'Today in less
-.hart 1000 theaters in this c iunCanada 'The Ten Comtry as
nsed a • ge es
menclments' has pa.
6.1.2 million. indicating this film
will .break :every reeved establiehed in -he past."
"This does not indicate a die astguu.s end rur Lim; - or th,
s tidies whintt make linen: I an:
planning to go on making Inct'4111.• ter :heelers."
—

Goldwyn Answers Silverman
Sam Goldeeyn. a pioneer fihnmaker. • maid. "If Mr Sih•erman t
will take good care of his theaters and see that they are modto date; I mil sure
ern an',
:et go out if business.
he w
mind how
ct keep
He
geld ..14. 1').enures are. rather
c-an get
cneaply
than h
them."
The b,raitts aren't playing
•h•• vide to:De Some
deal f
Jot* Warner. are
of ' ••
r
fern- f
leunn. •••
11/Ki TV.
"The future of :nen n p.cturtes
e('re,"
LS • brigtrer Iron 'ever
soya Warner. "By that I mean
for neictares of nuts:inning gaslity. The nus-ef-the-rnill film
of !he past has ben supplanted
by TV. a very -fiiw medium innti
a great future. The estione. new- ,
ever. will go to the :heater to
Dee sionieTharg different - the
iMPtiftattt. distinctive inceure of
quality
.
beeline Unperturbed
, Cecil • En Vemille. A giant in
The inchmr.ry. Ftrot his gray
add- gsinheti. -111 '76 ;/;-mist* expresnons disturt,
very '•"'e. I've had ton, many.
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cranbeirines were corysidt•reii too
stltsit4Ve to Intim use of them.
Experiment's conducted by Dana fir he last three years showed I" .• there wise c.K.-d nannyi of
several species of weeds and no
cranberry injury with proper
Chem- splay ctiseage The sprayed plotak
MADISON, Wis u.sd
be
'cal weed-killers may
in 1954 yielded twice as many"'
o cranberry b. gs in the
berries due to cuntrei if wide
rally
future. according to a Undv
leaf grass, bane said.
f Wisconsin borticvlturist:
Hewever, de p...n.teri "out' that
Malcolm Dana said that crant regulations of dnemgovernmen
to
tolerance
sigh
en
berries have
crops have not yet
food
on
cals
chemicals
ng
several weed-killi
nvateriaLs used for
She
approved
studies
expanded
warrant
anberries.
,
,
j,uusl,t
Prey
• f • h the materials.

Chemical Weed
Killers Tested
On Cranberries

e ••Surveillance
FLY040 SPYING MACHIN/-This Is a model of
machine-the first of
Drone"-an unmanned flying and spying
Army Signal
Its kind. The Republic SD-3 uses what the U S.
devices." It is an allCorps calls 'advanced survelllance sensory
eable nose units
weather craft with threstdifferent interchang
another-photogfor switching from one "eensing system" to
without any run.
raphy, radar or infra-rod. It can be launched

•

aims!
All aboard for a real old-fashioned

A

t this joyous season, we

Christmas, overflowing with

take

•

joy and good

hoping that the
happiness of the Holiday liason will
cheer. Here's

great pleasure in thanking you
for your loyal patronage

liiiger in

your heart for a long time to come.

and in wishing you and your famk
• * •
• 4. . • •
•
1644 • + •
••
+ •.*•,

a very Metz) Christmas!
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SERVICE
Paschall & Edwards STATION

West Kentucky
Lumber Co.
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cuddly soft

DIE in CRASH
,
INDIANOLA, Mies IP --- The
belies of six Si-genes were
covered Monday in an autemnbile
which had swerved off a nighWay into a rain-swollen ravine
A plantation owner sighted a
wheel of the auto sin:Attuning
from the eight-foot deep 'water
and called officers who pulled -it
nflenn
recciVettnirTlfrnbcOut '--and---SIX
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lambswool
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So youthful-so cuddly worm-

'

so lash;o0 •;glis troth flew
tone-or tone. 100% lore bswool mode

ett

;n Austria ond peilect for
se
timbal'Wan. Spicy new
sl"odes of suntan, poprt.'

,

fern. blonde.
Cardigan
$14.95
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the totally

'TOO LIME. TOO LATE'-The
name of Dr. F-rnest Stohneger
(above) was brought into the
hearing of the Senate Preparedness subcommittee when
the group's counsel, Edwin
Weis!. read a telegram from
him_ It said that the Army
could have launched a satellite
the
In the Fall of 1954 and thatwas
missile progyam in general
late."
•story of "too little, too_

two
•
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feminine shirtwaist:
Sweet lee

Gong together cad so beautifully

ng for enne ilk shontueg . nit Venise lace

,

• zes
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the soft little wool

jersey dress gathered into soft boo pleats ot neck and

_Insets deed •o net h,or. totted bib and td/tfant sleeves.
,
Pencoated or rot .. • t *he prettest d'ess wenn ' neeselect°, V:oter•colciri

jersey

wont.Coverage -the shined-up jacket...its decor, satin,

lace and jewels. Sizes 6 to 18 and 7 to 17

to 18, 7 to I/
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